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Power over power creates power over people
This edition of Chain Reaction was written and
produced by wo1:1en who w.ere concerned with the pos.ition of women m the environment movement and m
society as a whole.
By working together on this issue,. we have all learn~ a
lot in the sharing of skills, co-operation and co~struct1ve
criticism which took place. During the production oft.he
magazine feminist issues, so often put to the back or ignored, were brought to the front and we hope worthwhile
discussion resulted within the movement on account of
our presence.
. .. .
This is not and was not intended to be a defm1t1ve Journal on feminism and ecology. To date very little has been
written on this topic, however many feminists in the ~nvironment movement are becoming concerned, meeting
together and discussing the issues .
,
..
When it was first suggested we have a wo:nen s ed1t1~rn
of Chain Reaction women all over Australia became interested, many supplied the articles and ideas in ~his issue. In the next months we hope to get more fem.mist and
ecology articles for future editions. This issu.e 1s. only a
starting point for continued national communicat1on and
Dn-going discussion.
.
• It is not aimed at women only, but rather 1s an attempt
to make their position in the environment movement
known to all and to make women more aware of roles
they may unwittingly be forced or have fallen into.
For too long F.O.E. campaigns have assumed that all
people experience societal ills and joys in the same way.
However the word "people" is usually use1 unconsc1~usly as a pseudonym for "men". W~men m ou~ society
have a different set of social experiences and m many
areas women are doubly disadvantaged.
.
Women often have difficutly being accepted as an m-

tegrally important part of any decision !11akmg within the
movement. In a competitive hier~ch1cal system those
who have not been conditioned to be part of a po.wer
structure, as have many men, find their ideas and actions
are at worst ignored, at best tolerated. They are often
secretary, never president. Th.ose women who do not see
entering this hierachy as a viable approach have found
very few aven'ues open for their energies .
In the political arena, women are often seen as .a conservative force, with more women tha~ men voting for
conservative governments. Trade unions and. other
organisations in. the w?rk force have been a m~Jor element in the rad1caltsat10n of many employees. Smc_e the
1900s, relatively few women have been m the work tore~,
or exposed to such influences. The worn.an at home 1s
isolated from many of the more progressive mo.vements
and thus becomes a supporter of the conservatives .
In the home women are blamed for continuing the
consumer cycle' that is a basis of. our capi~alist soci.e~y .
The stream of garbage tha~ flows m mcreasmg quant1t1es
from the surburban home is destroying the earth. The
home and the woman however are not the originators but
rather the victims of this system. It is the patriarc~al
capitalist society which continues the cycle by US(ng
women in advertising to define the standards by which
they will be accepted. Women are used by bosses, exploited by advertisers, cheated by ~anu.facturers and
blamed by society. Once women realise this the greatest
.
.
potential for change lies in themselves.
Feminists do not want to set up yet another h1erach1cal
structure to run the world. Feminism with its loose structure and non-competitive nature is potentially one of the
most egalitarian and therefore profoundly radical movements of today .

"Sexism, racism, class, nuclear state oppression ...
all have as their roots oppression by people who
desire ultimate power . ..
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FRENCH
ELECTIONS

AlOM BOMB FOOOl:R
The U.S. Defence Deparlm~nt has
begun searching for an estimated
300,000 people who witnessed nuclear
weapons test in late 1940s and 1950s.
The search was prompted by eight
reported cases of leukemia amongst
2 I00 to 3 200 people present at tests
i~ Nevad;, August 31, 1957. A Pentagon statement said the search was
"to determine if there are any health
hazards in connection with the
tests" .
The first man to seek compensation died of acute leukemia early in
February, 1978. Extracts from a letter from his wife to "Another
Mother For Peace" tell of the complete disregard for human live~ during the detonation of a 44 kiloton
bomb at Yucca Flats, Nevada.
"When they started this test they
wanted to know what reactions the
men would have during atomic warfare. The soldiers were moved from
the protection of the tr~nches to. an
open hillside . . . with nothmg
between them and the bomb but open
desert. In other words they were used
as guinea pigs.
My husband said that just before
they set it off they told the men to
turn their backs to the bomb and
place their hands over their eyes. He
said when the bomb detonated they
could see the bones in their fingers

through their closed eyelids like
some kind of awful X-rays.
They didn't e~en give th_ose m~n
protective clothing. All they did
afterwards was dust them off. an?
hose down their boots. They d1dn t
change clothes until hours later."
"Through the pressure of the ~ews
media and the Disabled American
Veterans Association my husba~d,
Paul, has finally received l 00% d1~ability - but the govern.ment stl_U
won't come out and admit that h!s
sickness has resulted from the atomic
test he was in".
"He told one reporter he felt
cheated out of half his life and he
only hoped he could li.ve long e~ou~h
to see the government admit its
responsibility to hifll _and ~II those·
other 1000s of men hke him who
were used in those atomic tests. After
Hiroshima and Nagasaki they
should have known"._
,, .
"Another Mother For Peace is
attempting to make the con~~quences of nuclear war real and v1s1ble.
b
"Hundreds of atomic born tests
were made in Nevada ... but 98 also
took place in t~e .P~ci~c . . . 2 at
Hattiesburg, M1ss1ss1pp1 . . . 3 at
Amchitka, Alaska and others at
Alamogordo, Carl~bad and
Famington, New Mexico and at

X-Ray danger

®
Grand Valley, Colorado.
Some of the men present may h~ve
illnesses which they may not r~al_1ze
are a result of exposure to radiation
. . . some may not be ill but some
may h;we children who were born
with defects. All who witness~d tests
should be alerted to have medical examinations."
,,
"Another Mother For Peace
chaq~es the ~merican Energy Commiss10n (National Regulatory Commission/ Energy Research and
· Development Association) and the
Department of Defence with:
.
- criminally inhuman actions m
deliberately exposing lOOs of thousands of Americans to atomic bomb
radiation.
- failure to notify these men of the
grave health hazards to which they
were exposed, so that t~ey .could get
proper medical exammatmns and
treatment.
.
refusing to provide sernceconnected disability payments to
those suffering damage from the~e
tests, and death benefits to their
families. ·
Above ground nuclear tests were
stopped after the U.S. and l! .S.S .R .
concluded a test ban treaty m 1962.
Age II /2/78
Another Mother For Peace
December 1977.

In the last four years, 280,000
American women have had breast xrays in a programme sponsored by
the National Cancer Institute. Last
month however, the NCI made a
sudden volte-face. Having spent
thousands of dollars persuading
everyone that x-rays were safe, and
routine breast check-ups essential,
they have finally come to realise
what the majority of us knew
already, i.e., that they were wrong.
In their statement they conceded that
the potential risk that x-rays
themselves cause cancer could outweigh the benefits of detecting a
malignancy early. As a result, they
have recommended that routine xrays should be restricted to women
over fifty and younger women who
stand a high risk of developing breast
cancer. How long before they too are
excluded?
The Ecologist, Nov. 1977

KILL WEEDS
MAIM KIDS

With general elections in March,
French ecologists are facing their
first chance to enter the political
arena. It appears likely that they will
be a decisive force if the election is a
close one, as is expected.
A recent poll m the daily 'Le
Figaro', shows that French youth is
supporting the ecological banner.
Out of a sample of 5,000 female and
male students 33% said they would
vote for an ecological candidate
should one be presented at the
forthcoming Presidential election .
However the ecologists' loose
coalition, made of over l 00 local and
regional groups, is suffering from internal dissention. The disagreements
seem to centre around the issue of
whether ecology should become a
political force in itself or as an influence to already existing political
structures. Brice Lalonde of Les
Amis de la Tierre wants to align
some 200 sympathetic candidates
with other candidates who may not
be strictly ecologist but who are willing to incorporate ecology into their
platforms.
Not Man Apart March 1978; The
Ecologist Nov. 1977. •
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Possible side effects resulting from
the use of the herbicides 240 and
245T have been brought to light by a
Yarram doctor, Mr. Brian
Woodward.
Mr. Woodward claims that
dramatic increases in birth abnormalities occurred in 1975-76 alter
weeds in the area had been aerially
sprayed. Fourteen babies in eightythree showed major malformations
at birth. This represents a 17% abnormal birth rate, compared to a
national average of only 3%, half of
which are not detected at birth and
might not be discovered until the
child is 5 years old.
Dr. Woodward first reported this
sudden four-fold increase in abnormal births to the Health Department
over one year ago. Only recently has
the government faken any action to
investigate, and ·in the meantime the
herbicides are to remain on the
market "pending an urgent medical
investigat10n".
Herbicides such as 240 and 245T
have similar chemical and biological
characteristics to plant growth hormones, however they cause an-explosion of growth resulting in the death
of many plants and malformations in
others. Used on ragwort it stimulates
growth till the plant exhausts itse.lf
and dies.
The Chief Chemist of the Department of Airiculture, Mr. R. S.
Belcher, claims that "Control (of
ragwort) is only practicable by spraying wltlt the- herbicides such as 240
and in much of the infested country
aerial application is the onlr, satisfactory method of applying it'.
However, as Dr. Samuel S. Epstein noted in the July-August issues
of "Environment" - "continued use
of these herbicides (240 and 2451') in
the environment constitutes a large
scale human experiment in
teratogenecity" (birth abnormalities).
Since extensive aerial spraying of
these chemicals stopped, births at
Y arram have returned to normal.
Sun 17/2/78; AG_e 16/2/78; Wa,-.
ragu/ Gazette 19/12/77; Warragul
Gazette 17/ 1/78.
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URANIUM MINING
LEGAL?
as mine.:;. It is itself radio-active, and
Last December, Pancontinental
decays to form what are called
Mining and Queensland Mines
'daughter products' such _as
bought out environmental impact
Polonium 218 and 214, ~h~ch
statements for their uranium proJects
desintegrate inside the lung, ripping
at Jabiluka and Nabarlek. We were
through the soft Jun& tissue and causable to put a series of submissions to
ing carlcer - sometimes 10-20 ye~rs
the Department of Environment,
afterwards when mining companies
Housing, and Community Dev~lopcan claim no responsibility.
.
ment. The most important single
The concentrat10n ot radon and its
conclusion to come out of our
decay products are meas~red in w~at
analysis of the companies ~tatert?-e~ts
are called 'working levels , a working
was that all the companies m1_ning
level being whatever quantity of the
uranium in the Alligator Rivers
decay products of radon in 1 litre of
region, and particula~ly Queensland
air will produce l.3x100000 mev of
Mines will expose their workers to a
alpha energy.
high cancer risk, and will probably
The code limits miners' exposure
have to break the law on radiation
to 4 'working level months' in a year.
safety.
(A working level month is 170 hou~s
If uranium mining does take place,
exposure to worki1;1g level). This
it will do so under the provisions of
works out at a continuous exposure
the "Code of Practice on Radiation
of no more than 0.33 wl.
Protection in the Mining and Milling
Our investigations suggest:
of Radioactive Ores." The Ranger
I . Radon levels in mines will be
Inquiry recommended that this ·code,
much, much higher than the 0.33 wl
based on International Labour
limit.
Organisation, and International
2) Miners will be able to run up
Atomic Energy Agency standards,
almost
a year's exposure in less than
and US practice (which has already
3
weeks
by having to work on broken
put a number of mines out of
rock
(a
powerf~l sourc~ o~ radon),
business) should be made law. In its
particularly doing repair J~bs unstatement on August 28th giving the
derneath broken down machin~rx.
go-ahead on mining, the ~overnment
3) There is virtually no ~ay mining
promised it would do this.
companies can replace skilled p~opl~
The Code of Practice seeks to
such as welders, fitters, electricians,
limit the risk of lung cancer in
etc., who have exceeded their annual
uranium miners by limiting their exdose limits. If mines are to ke~p
posure to radon gas and its decay
operating, they will ~av~ great difproducts, which in the 1870s caused
ficulty in remaining within the proviup to 75% of the miners of the
sions of the Code.
Austro-Hungarian empire to die of
4) The figures quoted by the comlung cancer. Studies done by the US
panies in their impact statem~nts are
health department show there is still
quite misleading. Pa~continental
a high death rate amongst uranium
gives a figure of 0.33wl in 2.7 hours.
miners.
The EIS doesn't bother to point out
Research done at FOE Carlton,
that this means levels will reach 1wl
the conclusions of which have been
in 8.1 hours, 2wl in 16.2 hours, and
cross-checked by Professor Ke~r of
3wl in 18.9 hours. Periods of 18
the Ranger Inquiry, Sydney Univerhours without wind are quite comsity Nuclear Power Study Group,
mon in the mining area.
and Melbourne University's radia5) The levels ci.uoted are averages
tion protection officer, ~ob
for the entire mine. As such, _they
Robotham, indicates that uranium
give no clue about what doses miners
mining companies may have to break
are actually likely to be exposed to.
the law to operate profitably.
6) The resear~h don~ by the comRadon gas is produc~ by_ the
panies and their advisers, notably
radioactive decay of radium, itself
Professor Thompkins of Queens Unproduced f~om _uranium 238 . It is 8x
viversity, Ontario, has been of a suras heavy as atr, and tend~ to acprisingly low standard.
cumulate in the bottom of pits, such
l>age 4 - Chain Reaction 3 '.. ~ ,... .....

\IDQDCHIP
BREAD
The Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) is investigating ~1:T for pos~ible deceptive advertising for its
product kn?wn a_s "Fiberbread",
which contains a high percentage of
"powdered cellulose" i.e. sawdust!
Canada has already banned t_he
bread because of its wood pulp ingredients. The bread label has the
word wheat disP.layed across a wheat
field and describes the plant fiber as,
"fin;ly powdered food-grade.cellul?se
. similar to that found m frmts,
~;getables, and commo~ foo~"· FTC
investigators suggest 1t might not
even be legal to call the stuff bread.
Not Man Apart - January '78 Vol.
8.

on rebuilding train carriages caused
a union to ban the handling of
asbestos material from three Vic.
Railway workshops. Workers at the
Bendigo workshop claim that they
are often covered with asbestos dust
from head to toe. The Health
Minister, Mr. Houghton, claims that
protective clothing worn when working on or near the material ensures
there is no danger to workers. British
rail authorities, however, banned the
material from their trains ten years
ago, and have ordered the blue
asbestos to be ripped out of the
remaining trains as part of a £30 million decontaminat10n programme.
VicRail are taking no action to
remove the material.
Mr. Frazer, The Australian
Railways Uriion state Secretary, said
the Australian Railways Union
would ask VicRail to introduce
stringent safeguards and the union
also will seek a register of all workers
exposed to asbestos so illness records
can be kept.
Age 3/2/78; Sun 2/2/78; Age
2/2/78.

ASBESTOS
Recent investigations have found
that blue asbestos dust, used to line
the carriages of about 220 blue
trains can definitely cause a form of
cance~ called mesothelioma.
Dr. 8. Gandevia who has been
studying the problem for twe.nty
years rejected government claims
that the health risk was "remote for
railway workers and even more
remote for passengers". He claims
that fibres from the asbestos insulation can cause an incurable cancer
which may not show unt~l _t~venty,
thirty or forty years after initial exposure.
Passengers may come into contact
with the asbestos fibres when broken
wall panels or loose fitti1:1gs around
ventilation shafts and windows expose the lining to the travelling compartment.
Concern for railway men working

FOE N.Z.

takes mining
lease
FOE NZ reports that gasoline in
New Zealand has a lead content
between 50 and 300 percent higher
than is acceptable in other countries
and· that lead pollution is consequently something fierce.
In a novel way of calling attention
to the problem, a group of
Christchurch citizens applied for a
licence to mine an area of the inner
city where concentrations of lead
from auto exhausts are said to "assay out in near-commercial quantities".
Not Man Apart - January '78 Vol.
8.

Sff YOUR CHICKENS FRl:E

Every year in NSW approX:imately
7 million layers, 63 million broilers
(chickens we eat) and 100,000 pigs
are reared intensively. In the broiler
industry this involves keeping the
chickens in sheds, usually artificially
ventilated and illuminated, each
chicken with only half a square foot
of space, fed on synthetic food, and
killed at 8 weeks of age when the bird
has reached maximum protein
potential for minimum food intake.
Layers suffer a similar fate except
they live out the 18 months of their
life in a wire cage with usually 3 or 4
hens to a cage, unable to rest, unable
to stretch their wings, unable to
scratch in the earth or make a dust
bath.
The Bramble Report, produced by
experts in Britain, found that even
animals kept in intensive units
generation after generation still retain their instincts, and they never
lose their desire to react to natural
stimuli, such as pecking at a worm or
rooting in the soil. Contrary to
claims that animals do not suffer
because they do not 'know', the Littlewood Report, an investigation into
animal experimentation in Great
Britain, found that 'animals suffer
pain in the same way as human
beings'. In the intensive units,
because animal society is disrupted
there is extreme stress suffered by
both pigs and chickens. This resnfts
in 'vices' such as cannabalism. To
prevent this the chicken is debeaked
and the pigs have their tusks sawn
Off. I
Intensively reared animals are fed
on synthetic foods, taking money
and effort in research to find new
types of vegetable protein. Protein
produced in green leaves of plants is
fed to a hen, her effluent dispersed by
automatic machinery onto the patch
of pasture that produced the protein

to feed her. The amounts of fuel
necessary to manufacture food,
harvest it, transport it, automatically
distribute it to the hens, to build the
housing, to disperse the effluent and
to produce antibiotics not necessary
in a free range system, is horrendous.
One wonders if scientists have
forgotten that hens are capable of
converting solar power to food.
This energy consuming system
which raises the productivity of the
chicken by entirely unnatural means
results in egg surpluses, and the Egg
board then spends thousands and
thousands of dollars trying to encourage people to buy more eggs. To
do this they use further energy
wasting devices such as egg rolls,
packaged and refrigerated as a
'convenience' food, egg white
marketed separately from egg yolk,
etc.
Mr. Day, Minister for Primary Industry, has assured us that 'the
welfare of stock is adequately
protected'. He also claims that
farmers have 'a genuine feeling and
understanding for all their stock'.
Yet it appears that the industry journals, veterinary journals and all
other relevant literature have forgotten animals are living things and
biologically similar to human
animals.
In 1950 Denmark banned egg batteries. In 1977 Switzerland proposed
a 10 year run-down to a ban in 1987.
In Britain the movement against intensive live-stock farming is growing
so strong, those in the business fear
that they will soon have to turn to
other methods of production. Let us
hope that our own government is sufficiently humane to call a public inquiry, examine the mattei:
thoroughly and pass some similar
legislation.
Ref Christine Townend's book
"In Defence Of Animals".
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ABORIGINl:S
how mining will affect them
"We are black people, that is why you don't believe us,
that is why you decide you want the land quickly and the
Government who is in charge of us all doesn't ask us black
people first about the land ... it seems like we have no
land us who are black. We don't keep each other's word;
' your word but you don't keep ours. "
we keep
.
-Rachel Maralngurra, in evidence to the Ranger lnqmry.
The issue of aboriginal land rights goes hand in hand
with the uranium mining issue. Most of the uranium in
the Northern Territory is on land traditionally occupied
by aborigines. There are mine sites in the Oenpelli
Reserve and nearby in the Kakadu area: in fact, most of
the area is under claim by the aborigines. The mines will
be close to Oenpelli, where tribal people live, and they
will be greatly affected by the mining and the miners;
perhaps irreversibly affected. The aboriginal people are
frightened: some of them have seen what has happened at
other mining areas in the Northern part of Australia and
do not want the same thing to happen to them.
The effect of mining on the aborigines' way of life is
devastating. Mining canteens bring people in contact
with alcohol. Rachel Maralngurra gave evidence about
this to the Ranger Inquiry into uranium mining. This is
her testimony, spoken through an interpreter:
"I was born at Oenpelli. This is where I grew up and
where I have always lived. Now I want to talk about why
we are frightened. We don't hate it if they dig the ground,
we just hate it if they come and keep disturbing our sacred
sites , , . One other thing we are upset about, if a lot of
white people come and work and they bring a lot of
alcohol, that's the thing we absolutely hate. Aborigines
from Oenpelli will go and drink as well as doing all the
other things they do (including prostitution) , . ,
"That is what we are frightened of, one thing we are
scared of is the children who are growing up now will ju~t
know this one kind of life that is happening now; that is
what they will follow; we might not know the white m~n's
law or our own law either. We just want the sacred sites
and land to stay as they were in the past, and that's it , , ,
let us not always keep on askini us Abori;ines about it."
Later on she descr-ibed how the families are split up by
drinking, and children stop going to school - "in the wet
season they go well ... They don't go in the dry season,
there is too much beer, alcohol . . . the drunken disturbances disturb the children's sleep, also the mothers of the
children take the children a long way from the problem

"
Page 6 -
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Photo from "Uranium Mining In Australia"
(see facing page) .

In the dry season, she said, the roads were open (during
the long rains the roads flood) and some people would
drive as far as Darwin to get beer, which would be
brought back for everyone to drink. Alcohol, she said,
had killed three people at Oenpelli that season alone: one
baby was run over by a drunken driver and two people
drowned. If this goes on year after year it is easy to see
how entire tribal groups could die out when they come in
contact with white people: a small community could not
support such a death-rate. If mines open in the area
alcohol will be available all the time, in all seasons.

Alcohol is not the only worry. Vi Stanton, an
aboriginal social worker also spoke at the inquiry.
Quoting from the transcripts of the inquiry:
Commissioner Kerr: ... people have written to us about
their views on what will happen if a lot of miners come
into an area. You know a big mining town starts, anct
they're worried about the women, these aboriginal people, and they say two things will happen; the women
will get interfered with and attacked, or secondly that
. . . some of the women would prefer the white miners
and cause trouble with their own men. Have you got
any views on that sort of thing happening?
Mrs Stanton: Well, I've heard fears expressed in that way
too, that usually the white men come and steal the
women. And I even have heard aboriginal men say,
"What would happen if we went and stole the white
women? You know, we'd have ·to suffer strong punishments ... "
Commissioner Kerr: You think these are genuine, these
concerns?
Mrs Stanton: These are genuine concerns . , • some of
them say that the white men will dump the women
afterwards and leave them with a lot of children and
then the children will be, probably, put into institutions
or homes. And this is something that's very close to me
because it happened to my mother ... she was brought
away when she was six years of age and put in a compound in Darwin, and this is where she met my father.
And she was actually brought up here to be a domestic
servant for white officers, and the women were to be
domestics, and the men were to be labourers.
The aborigines' communities cannot survive when they
are thrust into contact with white men. If the aborigines
owned their land they could stop these things happening;
t?ey could keep people out. But the Land Rights legislat10n has not given them a single piece of land. They have
to fight every case in the courts, at a cost of thousands of
dollars. Ironically, the money for fighting these battles is
to come from mineral royalties: the aborigines are expected to let the land be dug up before they can afford to
claim it.
Uranium mining is not the only kind of mining which
has eaten into the aborigine's land. There is bauxite mining at Gove, Weipa and Aurukun, manganese at Groote
Island . .. traditional aboriginal land all over the country
has been taken for mines. This is no accident. Mining
companies know that if they find minerals on land which
is occupied by white people they will have a struggle to
dislodge them, and will have to pay heavy compensation.
So instead they prospect on "unused" land. For years
prospectors have been going onto aboriginal reserves getting permits and going to places where other white
people are restricted from going. Aboriginal land rights
are a relatively recent idea (dating from the last Labor
government) and mining companies did not think they
would need_ to consider the aborigines' wishes seriously.
These m1~es are a long way from permanent settlements of white people (other than the miners themselves)
_and hardl_y _anyone knows or cares wqat goes on up there.
The abongmes are powerless to stop the destruction that
vast mining projects cause.
Bauxite mining requires huge areas to be strip mined.

Th~ refining process leaves behind it ponds of "red mud"
which has been treated with caustic soda. Red mud killSi
fish, and is so ..alkaline that no seed can. take root in tho
red dust. The Weipa aboriginal settlement is like an
island surrounded by a sea of man-made dust. The land
where people used to go to gather food, with its network
of myths associated with land-forms, the sacred places, is
now devastated. The psychological effect is impossible to
imagine .
- Barbara Hutton

NEXT ISSUE. Pat Turner Kamara of the Federal
Council for the Advancement of Aborigines and Torres
Strait Islanders writes about aborigine's demands for
land rights, and the question of conservation on
aboriginal land.
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the season for exploitation?
The Antarctic Treaty Nations see Antarctica as a
potential source of food and of fos~il fuels .. They are at the
moment working on a "Conservation Regime for. Anta.rctic Marine Living Resources", and are already d1s~uss~ng
the question of mineral exploration, althoug~ explo1!ahon
is as yet neither technologically nor economically viable.
The so-called "Conservation Regime" actually encourages the exploitation of marine speci~s. I.n !he final
report from the Ninth Consultative Meetmg. tt is stat~d
that "the word 'conservation' ... includes ~a~1on1~l use, m
the sense that harvesting would not be proh1b1ted · It g?es
on to say that "the regime would exclude c~tc~ allo~ahon
1
and other economic regulation of harv~stmg. . It is obviously an exploitation, not a conservation regime.
Page 8 -
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Antarctica is the last remaining relatively unspoiled
area on earth. Everywhere else the destructive hand_of
people can be seen, with its resulting ugliness. - affecting
sight, sound and smell - ~nd contamination of. water
systems and of the atmosphere. Even in Antarctica the
activities of people outside the area have polluted the
seas; the ice (radiation levels have increased _beyond n~rmal background radiation levels); and_ a~1mal species
(DDT has been found in penguins). To eliminate these effects we would have to stop activities that produce these
pollutants on a world-wide scale.
. .
Antarctica should be preserved not only because 1t 1s
the earth's largest remaining wilderness b~t also because
of the possible global consequences of any interference to
it.
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Currents from th~ rich bottorr/ water of the Antarctic
flow north, till the warming waters well up to the surface,
carrying nutrients which feed the phytoplankton that
grows in the sunlight. The surface water flows back to the
Antarctic, completing the never-ending cycle. The whole
southern ocean depends on this cycle to sustain its
ecosystem . The ecosystem of Antarctic waters is extremely fragile and could easily be disturbed.
Antarctica's effect on weather patterns is another area
of concern. The winds that scour the earth's surface are
directly affected by the temperature difference between
the Antarctic ice and warmer Northern zones. It is not
known whether and how human activities may interfere
with the weather patterns, or with the Antarctic
ecosystem. It is certain however that they could induce
another ice-age or the melting of the poles, which would
raise the world's sea-levels, perhaps submerging coastal
cities. Once a change in the weather patterns occurred it
would be difficult if not impossible to reverse. Influences
from outside the Antarctic, such as the build-up of COi
causing a hot-house effect, or the increase in airborne
dust particles reflecting more heat - could trigger off the
change.
Another possibility, from within the region, is that an
oil spill (which would be impossible to clean up with present methods because of the extremely cold
temperatures) could cover a sufficient area of the ice
surface to affect its ability to reflect the sun's radiation. The ice would then begin to warm up and melt. The
effect would multiply in relation to the amount of melting
area and would be uncontrollable. There is much dispute
over the possiblity and likelihood of this happening but it
seems ridiculous to risk this situation while uncertainty
exists.

Nuclear wastes in the ice?
Another threat to the Antarctic region is the possibility
of dumping nuclear wastes there. While at present the
Antarctic Treaty prohibits the dumping of wastes, th.e
very fact that it is included in the treaty .suggests _th_a,t 1t
was and perhaps still is regarded as a senous poss1b1hty.
It would be very convenient for nuclear nations - out of
sight, out of mind. The first suggestion was to melt the
wastes into the ice. The dangers, however, from such a
storage place are great because the constflntly-moving ice
layer could damage or crush contai~ers. It is al~o thought
possible that the ice could melt with the radiated heat
from the slowly degrading radioactive materia!s, dislodging the ice into the surrounding oceans . . . This proposal

"00:
r,,, 0 i;,
,.h',
is no longer taken seriously by most authorities because
of the obvious problems. However the possibility of storing wastes in rock outcrops is now being considered.
Some geologists claim that the Antarctic rock is very
stable. But how about transporting it th.ere? Icebergs,
sudden and forceful storms and the world's fiercest
weather could pose a problem. Can we afford to lose a
ship containing nuclear wastes?

The krill harvest
The dangers involved in the exploitation of Antarctica
are known. Why, theJ1, are we taking the risk? The planned resources regime is concerned with "harvesting" the
Antarctic marine species, particularly krill, a shrimp-like
crustacean which plays an extremely important role in
the ecosystem of the Antarctic oceans. Krill is an important part of the food web. Whales, seals, penguins and
other seabirds all depend on it. Human . beings have
depleted the whale population to a fraction of its natural
size. How will harvesting krill, the balleen whale's food,
affect the recovery of the whale population?
What will happen if we overfish krill to the extent that
catch exceeds regenerative capacity? Looking at previous
similar situations this is very likely. Consider the world
total fishing record. In World Watch Paper 14-Re-defining National Security - Lester Brown explains, "The
productivity of scores of oceanic fisheries is falling as the
catch exceeds their regenerative capacities. In a protein
hungry world, over-fishing has recently become the rule,
not the exception ... Between 1950 and 1970, fish supplied a steadily expanding share of human protein
needs, but in 1970 the trend was abruptly and unexpectedly interrupted. Since then the catch has fluctuated between
65 and 70 million tons, clouding the prospects for an everbigger catch. Meanwhile world population growth has led
to an 11 % decline in the per capita catch and to rising
prices for virtnally every edible species."
It would not be necessary for us to fish even to the extent of catch exceeding regenerative capacity of krill to
effect the Antarctic environment. The Antarctic marine
eco-system is extremely fragile. The biomass, population
dynamics, ecology, biology and distribution of krill are
not clearly understood. The Antarctic treaty nations are
formulating an exploitation regime that defines conservation as "rational harvesting" and resource as any species,
"not limited to commercially exploitable species". Given
our record in exploitation of other species it is reasonable
to assume that the Antarctic marine ecosystem has very
little chance of being unaffected unless some radical
Chain Reaction 3 (4), 1978 -
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changes in thinking and action take place very shortly.
If krill were used to feed millions of people who would
otherwise starve and if krill were the only possible solution to this problem, we would obviously have to consider
closely whether it would not be better to risk th_e dest~uction of this unique environment and the possible w1deranging consequences. Again previous experience has
shown that the food is unlikely to get to those who need
it. Krill has already been exploited to a limited extent by
Russia, Japan and other nations. It seems to hav_e been so
far mainly for stock-feed. The world's economic system
is based, at the moment, on ability to pay rather than on
need. It is likely that richer nations wil1 be able to pay
more for this commodity, to use for feeding stock, than
the poorer nations who need it to feed to humans.
Therefore the richer nations will get it. It is well known
that fruit has been allowed to rot on trees, grain mould~r
away in · granaries, and that governments hav_e ~aid
farmers not to grow food while people starve. Red1stnbution of food and -full use of supplies would seem to be a
more permanent solution to the problem.
.
Even if this is done it may no longer be possible to support the world population. Eros.ion of soils: desertification, deforestation and over-fishmg are leavmg the earth
more and more unable to sustain past yields. Food must
not only be redistributed more equitably, but the
rehabilitation of the earth's ecological systems needs
urgent attention. The exploitation and eventual_ destruction of another ecological system seems short-sighted to
the point of blindness.
Oil from Antarctica is seen as an answer to the energy
crisis. This solution to the problem can only at best be
short-term and at worst could have wide-range consequences on the earth's weather patterns and ecological
systems. It would seem more logical to develop longerterm solutions, to be found in the use of renewable energy
sources. It seems that the reason for the exploitation of
Antarctica is greed, not concern for humanity. The treaty
11ations want to gain economically from "their" area, and
they want to retain control of it.
Given the realisation that the Treaty is beginning to
collapse in its original aim of preserving Antarctica and
reserving the area for scientific research, consideration
must be given to some different form of control. Firstly,
the area should be declared a Natural Wilderness Area.
Secondly the exclusive club of nations that now form~
the Antarctic Treaty should have no special privileges
Page 10 - Chain Reaction 3 (4), 1978
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and all nations that show an interest in the preservation
of Antarctica should share in the management of the area
on an equal basis to interested states. Every attemp~ must
be made to protect this last remaining unspoilt contment.
- Linnell Secomb,
Antarctica Collective,
Friends of the Earth,
51 Nicholson Street, Carlton, Vic.

The Treaty Meeting referred to above was the Special
Antarctic Consultative Meeting held in Canberra Feb .
27-March 17. Three newspapers, called "ICE" were
printed during the course of the Meeting by a group of
FOE people there. These are available from FOE at a
cost of IOc each.

CIVIL LIBERTIES
IN A NUCLEAR STATE

Che d' Squark, delegate for the Antarctic
penguins, meets other delegates to the Antarctic
Consultative Meeting, at Canberra.
Friends of the Earth members also went to
Canberra for the meeting to press for conservation
of Antarctica.

Nuclear power has been alternately envisaged as a
panacea for the world's ener~y ills (clean, safe, and so
cheap they'd pay you to use 1t); as, theoretically, Pure
Alchemy; and as a technological Messiah discovered in
the nick of time to save the world from the energy
crunch . The Faustian bargain made, and - presto! The
flagging fortunes of capitalism, consumerism and consumptionism are revived .
Sadly, this vision has not come to pass, and it is apparent that capitalism has spawned yet another dinosaur,
or more specifically, a particular sort of dinosaur Tyrannosaurus Rex. (Tyrannosaurus Rex was a vicious
carnivore and became extinct during the Ice Age due to
its inefficient metabolism and excessive size.) Like
Oedipus Rex, this particular offspring seems destined for
the destruction of its economic parent.
Of our new term for nuclear power, Tyrannosaurus
Rex, it is the tyrannos which strikes us. It is particularly

apt, since as our ~ociety is integrated into this particular
technology; it will be increasingly monitored by tyrannical and authoritarian governments. It is this aspect the impact on our fundamental freedoms - which concerns me here.
..,,

.

The Natural Law of Nucleardom
- that erosion of a citizen's liberties increases exponentially in direct proportion to a country's involvement in the nuclear fuel cycle.
It is outside the gambit of this article to reflect upon
the political economy of nuclear power - suffice it to say
that even taking the most naive and optimistic view of
Western "democracies", the unprecedented toxicity of
the materials used or produc:;ed (ie. Plutonium, Strontium
90) . make stringent security measures inevitable. Sir
Brian Flowers, Chairman of the Royal Commission into
Environmental Pollution, stated,
·
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"I do not believe it is a question of whether someone will
deliberately acquire plutonium for the purposes of terror
or blackmail, but only when and how often."
To give but one example of the legislation enacted to
counter this threat, Britain on 23 February, 1976 passed
the Atomic Energy Special Constables Act. This Act
gave the Atomic Energy Agency a p~rmanently armed
constabulary with wide powers to police plutonium and
related installations. It empowers them to carry arms,
and arrest on suspicion and without a warrant. The
special constables are responsible only to the relevant
minister (via his authority over the AEA) rather than being answerable to parliament. 1:his places th.em. ~ell outside normal controls such as an independentJud1c1ary. By
the year 2000 the special constabulary would have ex··
panded to about 5,000 men.
The British National Council for Civil Liberties announced that "the brutal message of the Atomic Energy
(Special Constables) Act seems to be that plutoniu'!1
,.ecurlty ls not simply more important than democratic
controls. It may actually be incompatible with those controlsm

The Atomic Energy Act
In Australia, the most dramatic example of this is the
use of the Atomic Energy Act of 1953 to grant an
authority to mine at Ranger. This act is a statutory relic
.
.
.
dug up from the Cold War.
Section 41 (I) for example dealing with uranium supplies in emergency situations was enacted with an eye to
America's preponderance in atomic weapons (1953), and
no doubt was intended to ensure its continuance.
Australia, at that stage huddled under the nuclear
umbrella even more than it does today.

The essential point is that it is defence legislation being
used to protect commercial, largely overse~s-_based
uranium mining interests. The Ranger Comm1sswners
were unequivocal in their opposition to the use of the Act:
··we strongly recommend against the use of that Act
for the grant of an authority to Ranger to mine
uranium" 3 •
This opposition is made sharper by the fact that there
was an alternative. The Government could have used the
Northern Territory Mining Ordinance which Justice Fox
recommends.
Key sections which infringe the liberties and right to
protest of all dissenting Australians_ includ~ .
I . Sections on breaches of secunty (which deal with
communication of "restricted information").
Breaches could incur penalties of up to 20 years imprisonment (- Sections 44, 45, 46).
2. "Restricted information" is very broadly defined by
the Act. This severely restricts public access to information, particularly if, as suggested, we develop
enrichment plants.
3. The defendant may be convicted on "the circumstances of the case, his conduct or known character
as proved" ( - Section 47.) This might be, if we
may take the Special Branch affair in South
Australia as an indication, membership of the ALP,
FOE or the Australian Conservation Foundation,
or attendance at a demonstration.•
The Prime Minister's stated intention to collect
dossiers on anti-uranium protestors may signal his
aim to use section 47. Under this section the normal
law of the land is laid aside; the burden of proof of
guilt does not rest on the Crown, rather the accused
is guilty till proven innocent.

4 . If t~e assoc\ated Approved Defence Projects Protect10n Act 1s used, a person hindering a uranium
mining project in any way can be fined $1,000 to
$10,000 or Jailed for 6 to 12 months for "speech or
~riting_ (which) advocates or encourages the preventwn, hindrance or obstructs the carrying out of an
approved defence project", or any person
"publis~,ing ~ny declaration of boycott, or threat of
boycott . This clearly affects unions most particularly .
5. T~ere are powers to search, detain and arrest
without warrant, thereby centralisin~ power away
from the independent (sic) judiciary mto the hands
of a central minist~r. police a!.ld technical elite.
Former deputy leader of the opposition, Tom Uren,
denounced the use of the Act m no uncertain _terms.~
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1. Civil as t~e opposite of n,ilitary - a non-violent, and
undemoc_ratic power, whose inspiration is peace, whose
strength 1s the harmony of the coUective whose decisions
are not arbitrary but consensual.
'
2_. Civil as public - as the opposite of privatised alienation an~ frustrated. apathy - as a vigorous and radical
alternative to acqmescence to violence and oppression.

Disobedience

Th~ State, in this hasty attempt to usher us into the
Atomic Age, has thrown down the gauntlet. I he mam
thrust of the legislation is directed at unions and workers.
• . Note that sections of both pieces of legislation hit
directly at that most fundamental right of any worker:
the right to withdraw labor.
The ,:\tomic Energy Act is not an isolated instance;
others mclude the Fuels, Energy and Power Resources
Act (WA, 1974); the Vital State Projects Act (Vic)· the
Official Secrets Act; The Commonwealth Emplo'yees
Act; and banning of street marches in Queensland.
What then should be the citizen's counterpart to union
action , to prevent unions from becoming needlessy
isolated and vulnerable?

The key to the justification for disobedience turns on
the following principles:
I. That no law that is an unjust law need be obeyed
2. For each rule of law there is a more fundamental o~e·
the rule of justice,
'
3.
the _words of.a former English Chief Justice, Lord
Hails~a~ (now Qumton Hogg) "No law is enforceable if
a sufficient number of people choose to disregard it. "
4. Law _ought to protect people, not property. As pointed
o~t earher, the Fraser Government has shown a flagrant
d1sregar~ for such .principles.
5. A pn_mary purpose of politics ought to be to protect
human hfe and expand the freedoms enjoyed by some to .
~II on an equal basis .. If this is not the case.
:ro t~e e~t~nt that his government pursues illegitimate
aims, m h1~ Judgement, or employs means subversive of
and m:n.acin~ to th_e val~es a just government must uphold, CIVIi d1sobed1ence 1s an effective means of dissent
a successful tactic for opposition, and an integral part of
any strategy for change."
- Christia n Bay.'
Law requires our compliance and consent. As
citizens w~ must neither comply nor consent to the use of
the Ato~1c ~nergy Act. De~ocracy is threatened not
only by mshtut10nal and legislative structures of the
~odern state. It is threatened too by the existence of attitudes of conform_ity, compliance, uniformity, obedience
t~ external a~t~onty and dependence on a leader; by the
E1ch~a~n w1th!n us all. These are the lynchpins of any
totahtanan society. They are the death of democracy .

The way forward -

Non-violence

"The use of the Atomic Energy Act now makes an
outlaw of any worker, union or Australian citizen
who does not fully comply with the mining and export of- uranium." He further termed it the
"legislative equivalent of war on any person opposing
the government's hasty commitment of Australian
uranium to the unstable and dangerous nuclear fuel
cycle". 5

The citizen's response.

direct action?.

. It is up to the dissenters not to stand by in apathy and
impotence, not to accept the infringement of liberties and
the possibilities of further authoritarian control as a fait
accompli , but to arrest this trend. One method which has
been used with remarkable success overseas, has been
mass. non-violent civil-disobedience. This does not
preclude other action, such as legal obstruction, but is
seen as part of an overall strategy. Clearly, at times it
may be foolhardy and politically stupid, at others
brilliantly stupid . At present the movement may not be
ready for it. It is essential that the central tenet of this
tool of liberation be grasped - that it must be deployed
as part of a tactical decision - where it can win!
Unity and solidarity, particularly in the form of a
worker-citizen alliance, is essential, since the legislation
could be used to isolate individuals or unions:
"In any confrontation that develops over the mining
and export of uranium , it is going to be crucial that there
be close understanding and co-ordination between the
trade unions and the whole anti-uranium movement ...
It may be that the anti-uranium movement will need to
demonstrate in support of civil liberties for trade unionists even by acts of civil disobedience, as part of the
common struggle!" 7 - Jim Roulston.
\Yhat then is civil disobedience and the prerequisites
for its success?
Photos show attempted occupations of a
nuclear reactor site in Brokdorf, West Germany: police and razor-sharp barbed wire.

.,

Civil

!n

. ?·

I emph~sise the non-violent aspect since we cannot oppose the ~10lence of the Atomic Age simply by transferring t~a~ v1~lence from one group to another, substi tuting
new inJustJce for the old . The same personai 1ualities
which are essential in all ways to a non-nuclear future,
must be a part of the means we use to achieve that state
- -~hich is after all not merely a set of social and
political structures but a state of being a state of individual co~sciousness. The_ means then, ~ot only reflect,
but determme the end . This must be the politics of an
alternative society.

The Clamshell Alliance and the success
of Seabroqk.
In a previous edition of Chain Reaction there was an
account of the Clamshell Alliance's occupation of a reactor site in Seabrook (CR vol. 3(2) 1977). The clear message from the Seabrook demonstration was that nonviolent civil disobedience is an effective means of dissent
a successful tactic for opposition, and an integral part of
any strategy for change.
_Its extraordinary success appears to have been determmed by the following factors (this is drawn from a
~ranscript of ~n interview with Peter Jones, a participant
m the occupat10n who has wide experience in Europe and
the USA,l
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. I. Structure - core units were affinity groups - an
1dea.b~rrowed from the Spanish Anarchists - where the
participants form small groups which trust each other
and have done non-violence traininng together. These
groups draw strength from the social bonds (orged
through_ the mut1;1al sharing of experiences prior to the
occu:Pat10n; talkmg out fears, sharing food, making
music etc.
2. Clear articulation of aims so that all understood why
they were there.
3. Decisions made by consensus - legitimacy through
cons~nt not authority, solidarity through trust, not via
obedience to an appointed leader or a priori acceptance
of authority.
4. Plenty of time to plan tactical decisions as to where
c\vil disobedience could be effective. For example they
did not take on an operating reactor, but occupied the
site before it was built.
5. Non-violence - to avoid serious confrontation, no
o_ne who was not in an affinity group was allowed to take
part in the occupation, but an alternative demonstration
was arranged.
6. Practical assistance - the groups took names of the
occupiers, addresses and details of Jobs, dependents etc,'
in case of arrest. Legal aspects were clearly defined in
printed leaflets. Possible action was acted out (by roleplaying) so that they could anticipate likely problems eg, what food to take and clothing to wear (glasses are
usually smashed by police; sharp objects should not be
carried in pockets etc.). They also acted out the
policeman's role in order to understand their position and
to learn how to lessen violence; perhaps to see them as
potential allies. Peter Jones made the point that "A lot of
police will do anything to avoid physical violence". They
also acted out what to do when police are violent - rolling into a ball to protect the kidneys, staying together,
linking arms etc. - and ways of maintaining morale;
cheering when someone is dragged off, rather than being
intimidated.

the overseas example, while bearing in mind earlier considerations of its selective use, as a counterpart Jor other
action, and local conditions affecting its likely success.
The stark realtiy of the nuclear state looms ahead.
Steady and remorseless erosion of our liberties will be
not merely incidental to, but in fact the lynch pin of such a
state. Action today while we still have liberties to defend,
may be the only alternative to a belated attempt to swing
the clock back.
- Anne Doble

Footnotes
1.

While nuclear technology Is the logical society - the key
characteristic of which be_lno strict hlerarchi_eii .. ineau1·table
distribution of power and income, unequal d1v1s1on of abor
and (recently) increasingly central t~>nt~ol - nucl';!ar power
also holds the incipient seeds of cap1tal1st destruction, being
economically irrational , socially undesirable, demonstrably
unsane and politically suicidal.
2. Quote from the British National Council for Civil Liberties, in
Nuclear Prospects, by Michael Flood and R. Grove-White.
(Foe, London, 1976).
3. From the Ranger Uranium Envlronmental Inquiry - Second
Report (Commonwealth Govt., 1977) p. 248 .
4. During the South Australian Inquiry into the Special Branch of
the police force, Mr. Justice White said of police files, " Some
well-known moderate figures have recorded about them
scandalously Inaccurate opinions about their political
standing ... The mass of information about Labor organizations and personalities roust be contrasted with the paucity of
information about the Liberal Party and the Country Party ...
One of four cards on the latter parties characterised a senior
Liberal Parliamentarian as a Communist because some
decades ago he had been seen at or near a Communist
bookshop." - National Times, 23-29 January, 1978, p.7.
5. Press statement 5 September, 1977.
6. The use of defence legislation to protect overseas mining
companies and their domestic counterparts - i.e. the notion
of opposition to a commercial enterprise as equivalent to
treason - gives an Insight Into the nature of this government
and its interaction with business Interests.
7. Jim Roulston : "The Trade Unions, Uranium Mining and Civil
Liberties" (paper produced by the Movement Against
Uranium Mining , Melbourne office).
8. Christian Bey: "Civil Disobedience: Prerequisite for
Democracy In Mass Society", In Political Theory and Social
Change, by David Spitz, NY 1967. Christian Bey is a professor
of political science at the University of Alberta.

Photo: Reg Morrison

Role-playing pinpointed potential "hassle lines", such
as conflict between two members of a group. A major
factor in the Clamshell Alliance's success in popularizing
the issue of civil disobedience was the non-violent
discipline which secured public support and sympathetic
media coverage.
"What was impressive was that it was completely nonviolent - a lot of guards were impressed by this - it
didn't break down anywhere". Much can be learnt from
Page 14 -
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POWER over POWER
creates

.

POWER over PEOPLf
Sexism, racism, class, nuclear state opp~ession - all
are the same, all have as their roots oppresst0n by people
who desire ultimate p~wer, th~ control of energy.
A nuclear society w1ll only increase the sexism which
women suffer. Because women were deemed useful only
for reproduction and child-rearing in the eyes of a maledominated society, women's intel~e~t, our work, our endurance, our capability, our crea.t~v1ty, etc. have all been
valued ONLY in terms of our ab1hty to.be goo.d ~others.
If we valued men, and gave them public cred1b1hty only
in terms of their ability to be good fathers we wou~d hav.e
an enormous number of men removed from pubhc po~1tions because they would no longer have social
credibility, e.g. Malcolm Fraser woul~ be the only male
olitician left in the 1976 Federal P~rhament.- because
he was "Father of the Year." at the ~1me! Obv1ouslr there
would be a reaction to this, and rightly so . Obv10usly,
Page 16 - Chain Reaction 3 (4), 1978

also , there has been, is, and will continue to ~e, a re~ction
to the narrow definition of a viable woman s role in our
h'ld b .
society.
1
Women have broken out of the c 1 - eanng roe
because of the greater possibility of choos~ng whether or
not to reproduce and because of economic d~mands: ~s
we have taken an active rather than passive role !n
society, so we have begun to want to have a greater say in
the running of the world. W~ have begun. to use our
energy for oursel~es to determine our own hves and not
just to serve men in the ~ays they ~ee.fit. We hav_e begun
to reject many of the attitudes, preJud1ces and beliefs that
,grew out of the assumption that woman me~ns f!!Other
(and only that). In other _woi:ds, women are fighting for
the power of self-de~erminat10n.
allow self-determination would mean loss ~f control, loss
of power . To allow peo.ple to control their own energy
would eliminate oppression. It would destroy the power
of one group over another.
.
Oppression is caused by. a dem~ to c~ntrol other
groups and this is dominant in our society which has ~e~n
created and ruled by men. It may be a male ch~r.act~nsttc
and is certainly an integral part of male conditioning. ~t
is men who fight to gain power,. who ha.ve created this
patriarchial society, with its sexism, rac1~m, class, and
who are creating nuclear power . Under this system, men
fight everyone else, and even themselves, for such a goal.

Male-run industries, governments, societies, have been
responsible for the development of an "energy short"
world, one which distributes the energy it has in a
shamefully unequal manner. The Industrial Revolution
was important, mostly, because once energy was controlled, so were people. In wars, those who control the most
energy (people or mechanical) ultimately win. With
dependence on external sources of energy (oil, gas, coal,
nuclear reactors, etc.) people are dependent upon those
(men) who control the energy. This increases the
probability /fact of oppression .
Marxism and capitalism are popular theories about
who should control the means of production of energy.
But Feminism is even more fundamental. Women want
control of reproduction (for the sake of our bodies, for
ourselves, for the sake of the world). Women want control to allow self-determination and conservation, not as
a means of oppression and exploitation. This is reflected
in feminist practices.
Men are fighting, not for self-determination, but for
energy control. Part of retaining energy power has been
the control of women, of races, of labour; the oppression
of people· who do not fit into the status quo, the conditioning of children to fit into a pre-ordained society.
Men, especially those who claim to be fighting for a
better world, must be prepared to be active to eliminate
oppression, to share power. If they do not do this, they
will be seen to be battling for their own power, battling to
be in control, and not battling to remove the structure
which allows oppression to exist.
The civil liberties perspective on nuclear power illustrates this. Men argue that civil liberties will be
destroyed in a nuclear society. Women agree'. We point
out that we already live in and are oppressed in a nuclear
society and demand that t~e civil liberties men take for
granted should be given to all people NOW.
Here are a few examples:
( 1) The Right to Speak.
Women are socialized into an inarticulate role, to be
passive. "Good women, like children, should be seen but
not heard."
(2) The Right to be Listened To.
Women are trivi!l,lized, told we are bein_g silly ,
emotional, neurotic, over-sensitive, etc., are chatterboxes, irrational, etc.
[3) The Right to Determine Our Own Future.
Women have limited job opportunities, we are trained
in limited directions, trained to have no self confidence to
tackle an aggressive world, trained to accept, rather than
to initiate ... we are pressured to rely on a man to have
any social recognition ("Peter's wife and Jody's mum").
(4) The Right to be Born into a Healthy Environment.
We don't have control over our bodies, contraception
is inadequate and dangerous, abortion often impossible;
we are raped, then victimized in the courts ...
Fraser has just called out the army for security to
safeguard the right to safely walk the streets! He is
protecting politicians. When has it ever been safe for
women to walk the streets, to stay at home without being
attacked by a stranger, or a husband?
The list could extend endlessly but it is clear that
women are oppressed and a nuclear society will only increase this oppression:
. .
(I) Women fighting for self-determmatton demand a
radical change in society. Such a change could never be
tolerated in a nuclear state which must remain stable to
be safe. Any demands for self-determination must, and
would be, rendered ineffective.
(2) If Australian uranium export proceeded, trade with
other countries would result in the influx of manufac-

tured goods (eg. from Taiwan; South Korea, Japan, The
Phillipines- all of which want Australian uranium), bur
own manufacturing industries would suffer and result in
the unemployment of many women-, especially migrant
women.
(3) If uranium mining expanded, aboriginal women
would suffer wholesale cultural destr~ction, particularly
from alcohol, rape, syphilis and bearing half-caste
children who are not recognized by tribal culture.
Aboriginal women have already tried to avoid this by the
outstation movement.
(4) All women have reason to fear nuclear health
hazards. Radiation causes cancer, leukemia, sterflity,
hormonal displacement, mutations.
(5) Third world women will have nuclear technology imposed upon them. It is completely inappropriate to their
demands. They ,cannot afford eleotric1ty but wiJ.l have
any attempts at emancipation from the economic and
·,social grind under which they suffer made futile. The industrialisation resulting from nuclear power will cause
displacement, forced urbanization, and loss of the
cultural support groups which make their rural existence
possible.
For men to not fight to eliminate women's oppression
now is tantamount to agreeing that sexism is good .
We women have no stake in the present society which
is so structured that oppression is a necessary complement to power. Feminists do not believe that oppression
needs to exist.
For this we are abused, told we are being divisive, taking emphasis away from the "main issue". Feminism is
said to be a "red herring". Feminist perspective is given,
at trest, tokenism, eg. "Let the women have a go" NOT
"We will listen and seriously consider what they say".
Through collectives, women explore the avenues which
lead away from oppressive/power-hungry /dominating
forms of behaviour. We have had notable success in our
fight for self-determination, not just for women, but for
all oppressed groups.
Men in alternative movements,. such as environmental,
anti-nuclear movements, must be willing to examine and
stop forms of oppression which prevent individuals. and
groups from active participation (eg. types of committee
structure, chairing procedure, liaison channels, rhetoric,
sexist behaviour, which can ex.elude those who don't
know the rules or are not used to public behaviour). They
must be prepared to consider feminist ~uidelines. If they
agree that politicization (not just radicalisation) of all
people is important and necessary for an effective movement, they must take the next step of encoura~ing people
to initiate activity, to make their own decisions, to be
autonomous.
This is very important, because we cannot successfully
fight the nuclear society by setting up, as an alternative,
nuclear-organized movements!!
In our strug&Ie for a non-nuclear future it is necessary
to examine in great detail alternative form& of energy.
We must work towards a future where reliance on external forms of energy is discouraged. To stop the oppression created by the desire to control energy we must
utilize energy' forms which allow /develop self-reliance.
This is the direction we must take if we are to unite
against the oppression of those who seek to control power
and people - unite in a way that allows and encourages
equal participation by all in the fight to end the present
nuclear society and to prevent the emergence of a nuclear
state.
·Roslyn Livingston
I. See A. Doble's paper on Civil Liberties for a critique of the Atomic
Energy Act and the Approved Defence Projects Protection Act.
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PROGRESS, ~TRIARCHS
AND NUCLEAR
POWER
A long time ago,
it seems that man began
to feel himself separate from
nature, he begun to regard himself as
a master. He felt he could dominate
it, exploit it, make it serve his own
ends. Woman, seen as a symbol of
nature was also to be dominated and
exploited. Women are oppressed not
just by men, but by the assuptions of
patriarchial consciousness which we
have internalized. Our oppression by
sexism, and the Earth's oppression
by the results of "Progress" have
common root in the alienation of self
and world upon which our civilization is founded, an experience which
was used to justify Man setting
himself up as lord over nature and
woman.
In line with the ethnic of exploitation and dominance, the history of
this society is the history of wars, of
living in the shadow of wars; the
history of progress for its own sake.
Progress is the rape of the world.
Progres~ is linear. But when linear
progress is imposed upon a nonlinear, mutually-independent system
like the Earth's ecology, something
goes wrong. "Natural Resources"
end up as poisons, and Progreds ends
in nuclear reactors, wastes and
bombs . Progress has taken the
natural and made it anti-natural,
thus it threatens the survival of this
planet as we know it.
In the name of Progress our social
rulers are bequeathing their descendants a permanent legacy of used
reactors, tombstones to be scattered
over the radioactive wastelands of
the future. The mutations and
cancers will be intimate evidence of
the end of Progress long after other
chronicles of our civilization's
development have crumbled to dust.
The same people who brought us
rape, world war 2, the nuclear family
and Hiroshima are now offering us
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package deals
in nuclear reactors,
wastes and bombs. How much
longer will we sit back and take
the same old shit?
The oppression of nuclear
power is not just the cancers and
mutations which will increase and
make life miserable and painful for
the next few hundred thousana years;
it is not just the inevltability of global
nuclear war and its horrific aftermath; nor is it just the ripping up _of
Aboriginal homelands for the profits
of large companies, though it is all
these things.
The nuclear power reaction is supposedly one of the fine_st technical
achievements of mankind the
splitting and harnessing of the forces
holding the natural world together.
The nuclear world is the perfect
playground for the boys who run
Uranium cartels, ai:id the lads who
design nuclear reactors a nd lead-
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lined jock straps.
Politicians and com pany directors guard, sell and
exchange nuclear technology, experts
and weapons as though they were
prize marbles. It is up to us to make
sure the nuclear playground is the
last one those boys will have.
A nuclear society by necessity
means a rigid, unyielding society
which has consolidated the oppressi ve male dominated power structures which we women are already
fighting to change. The nuclear
society would not only mean an even
greater oppression of women that we
already experience, but 1t would disallow the possbility of any massive
social change which would accompany attainment of the feminist goals
of self-determination and liberation
for all.
The environment movement is
seeking to redefine man's relation to
nature; the women's movement is
redefining man 's relation to woman:
each is what I consider to be the one
feminist struggle. Feminism values
co-operation, not heirarchies, it
recognises mutual inter-dependence
over dominance/ submission games.
We learnt th at power is in unity, not
governments. It is now up to women
an d sympathetic men to bring
feminist values to the environment
movement, until they are seen to be
integral rather than irrelevant to the
campaign.
In conclusion, I would suggest that
it is strategica lly necessary for
feminists to become visibily involved
in the environment and anti-nuclear
struggle. Pro-feminist men must support us. Involvement in the antinuclear struggle forces us to broaden
feminist involvement. We begin to
see that the struggle against the
pa tria rchy is to be fought not just for
our bodies and ourselves, but for all
things ,on this pl anet . Lesbians show
we can be socially independent of
men, let us also reduce our
dependence on patriarchial energy
sources .

By : Zoe Sofulis, member
C.A.N.E. and F.A.N.G. (feminist
anti-nuclear group) . Zoe lives in
Western Australia.

LETTERS FROM \\OMANS DAY
Almost inadvertently I was interviewed last year for an article about
women and the anti-uranium issue in
Women's Day. I made sure that at
the end of the article all the state addresses of the National Uranium
Moratorium were listed. My name
and work address· were included too.
Since the article appeared in
January a steady trickle of2-3 letters
a day has appeared in my mail.
These letters are from women
whom the anti-nuclear movement
has not reached yet - they display a
concern and sensibility that make
the "activist" realise that there is a
deep-seated unease amongst
Australian women about the
uranium issue which has not been allayed by pro-nuclear propaganda,
but neither has it been adequately
recognised by the anti-nuclear movement.
It is instructive to look at the sort
of women who are asking for information as well as the fears that they
express. Most of the women are married and sign themselves as Mrs ..
. . . Some of them just ask for
material, others describe themselves
in order to explain why they are ask-

ing for the information. For
example:-,
"I am a 22 year old factory worker
supporting my husband while he does
his diploma for four years. So
won't be having a family for a
while."
"I am a teacher and as I am work-.
ing in a small town my views need to
be clearly expressed."
"As a woman with a family of
seven and four grand-children, I am
intensely interested in the uranium
question."
"I have a few books but a lot of
them are too complex to understand. I am interested in learning
more about uranium. But I feel a lot
of anti-uranium demonstrators are
only out to be in a demo, it makesrihe
mad."
"I am not really politically minded
but am worried about mining of
uranium in Australia because of the
views you expressed."
"(I) do not really know enough
about the issue to argue logically
.and confidently."
"I am 47 years old mother of four
grown-up children and I am against
nuclear power but I don't know all

1he answers, except that I feel
Australia wants to rush in too quick
before she knows more answers to all
the questions."
"These women are largely concerned with the disposal of wastes,
genetic mutation and what' they term
the effects of uranium the
"future consequences." Only one
woman wrote about alternative
forms of energy and it was an
aboriginal woman who mentioned
the political aspects of the uranium
industry. In a compelling and moving letter she said "I am opposed to
uranium. It is the most distrustful
and powerful substance in the world
today ... What safety precautions
can be taken? There are none. It
simply has to be left in the ground.
That is the safe way."
Several women expressed their
delight at having come across such
an article and many wished the antiuranium movement well. It is a
hum tiling experience to read
through these letters but it also
makes me rejoice in being a woman,
sharing common concerns with other
women whom I'd never meet.
- Deirdre· Mason.
Melbourne
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PETFOOD AND· PERFUME
exploitation of the whale

-

Whale products.
Althougb we know that Australia
takes hundreds of whales each year,
it is hard to find out what products
they end up in. Most of the spermacetti, the oil from sperm whales,
is sent to England. It probably comes
back, in the form of chemical compounds, leather goods, printers' inks,
cosmetics etc. The flesh, blood and
bone are used as fertilizer or protein
additives for stock-feed and petfood, especially pet-food which is
made in Western Australia.
When buying pet-food (tinned or
dehydrated) read the label. If it says
the pet-food contains beef, mutton,
fish, cereals, protein additives ...
(plus the usual vanilla, sugar,
chlorine chloride etc.) there are·
grounds for wondering what kind of
protein additive it is . Whale,
kangaroo or just horse? If it were
something acceptable, like
soya- beans or yeast,
you would think
the label would
say so.
Chicken
food,

fish food and
fertilizers also often
contain mysterious kinds of blood &
bone or protein solubles.
Whale-oil is nearly always used to
soften leather for gloves and soft
bags. It is also used in pharmaceuticals and cosmetics: face
cream, suntan lotion, cold cream and
lipstick. Ambergris is used in perfume to make the scent last.
(Ambergris forms in the Sperm
whale's digestive tract when the
whale has swallowed a hard, sharp
cuttlefish, like a pearl forming in an
oyster). It is only used in the most expensive essences.
It is known that spermacetti is used
in candles and crayon's. Australian
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candles are traditionally made out of
sheep's fat, but imported ones may
contain whale-oil. There are a lot of
fairly cheap oily Japanese crayons on
the market. One wonders what they
are made of. Whale-oil is used in
printers' ink, carbon paper, etc.
Alternatives are available if the companies want to use them, however.
All whale derivatives have been banned in the United States and
Canada, and they seem to have
managed to do without them .
It would make things much easier
if there were a ban on whaling in
Australia and no whale derivatives
were allowed into the country
(as in the USA and
Canada). Australia
isthe only
English-

speaking
country which
still kills whales; even
SouthAfrica has given it up.
The Whaling Inquiry.
This year the ALP adopted a
policy of banning whaling within 200
miles of the Australian coast. And
the Liberal Party, too, took a stand .
Just two weeks before the election, a
delegation from Project Jonah was
allowed in to speak to Mr Fraser.
Even though he was very busy
because of the impending election he
took the time to see them, and assured them with a chuckle that his
daughter Phoebe was strongly
against whaling, and would hardly
let him forget the issue after the election.
Even before they could put their
demands Mr. Fraser handed the
delegates a press-release, which announced his intention to hold a full
impartial inquiry into whaling, with
Project Jonah · representing the conservationists.
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Barbara Hutton

Project Jonah is w.riting submissions on every aspect of whales and
whaling. The whaling industry (the
Cheynes Beach whaling company,
the International Whaling Commission, and the , Japanese whaling interests); and the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife are
presumably writing in favor of the
Industry. The whaling industry has
an advantage, in that all the groups
have paid employees, and there are
millions of dollars at their disposal.
The conservationists in Project
Jonah and Friends
of the Earth have
only voluntary
workers.

I

whether Australia gave up whaling
or not: the same number of them
would get killed. It is therefore important to hang onto the quota, and
it is possible. Canada has already
done this.
We are now looking for other
organisations that will support these
recommendations, and are willing to
put their name to them or write their
own submission against whaling. We
are also investigating cruelty in the
killing of whales, alternative sources
of oil, such as the jojoba bean, and
the degree of public feeling against
whaling.

If you can offer any help or information, contact Barbara or Kim at
Friends of the Earth, 51 Nicholson
Street, Carlum.

BEAUTY
WITHOUT

CRUELTY

It's impossible to tell which companies use whale oil and which don't.
In some cases no-one knows what
goes into a preparation except the
chemist who makes it up, and guards
the secret. However if you use
makeup there are some available
that certainly don't contain whale oil
Blackmore's, Beauty without
Cruelty, coconut oil etc. Perfumes
.don' t normally contain ambergris.
Beauty without Cruelty aims to
demonstrate to people that it is unnecessary to buy any cruelly derived
products and that alternatives are
available.
One of the
recognised methods of testing shampoos is to instil the concentrated

substance into the eyes of rabbits and
other animals so that the degree of
damage can be observed and
recorded. S.evere swelling, discharge
and blistering occurs. These experiments often continue over a period of
several days and the damage is then
measured according to the size of the
area injured. The rabbit's head is
held in a clamp.like device to prevent
movement and the eyes can tlien be
kept permanently opened by the use
of metal clips or strips of adhesive
tape which makes certain the eyelids
are forced apart. Rabbits have no tear
ducts and therefore cannot "wasfi
away" or rid the eye of the irritants.
B.W.C. has a range of products
made from vegetable oils or herbal
extracts. They also have information
on other outlets for such items.
For those interested in more information B.W.C. has available films
and literature and may be contacted
through Liesma Rek, c/- 'Nalya'
Barbers Rd., Kalorama 3766. Ph.
728 1560.

BALEEN AND WHALE OIL

Submissions to the Inquiry.
Anyone can make a submission to
this inquiry - the more the better. If
the inquiry is flooded with submissions the Judge will realise that there
is great public feeling against whaling.
Friends of the Earth will be recommending that:
I. Australia cease whaling.
2. Whaling be prohibited within 200
miles of the Australian coast.
3. The importing of products containing whale derivatives be stopped.
4. Australia should retain its quota
of whales without killing them.
The last recommendation is quite
important. Australia has a quota of
713 whales to kill this season. If it
simply gave up whaling, its quota
would be given to another country.
As far as the whales were concerned,
it wouldn't make any difference

For hundreds of years whale oil
was the oil that lit the lamps of the
Western world. The baleen of the
baleen or whale-bone whales, such as
the humpbacks and rights, was used
in everything from ladies' corsets to
umbrellas. The teeth of the sperm
whale (the largest of the toothed
whales the smallest are the
dolphins and porpoises) were often
carved with pictures and known as
"scrimshaw" . When electricity
became the generator of light, other
uses were found for whale products.
Sperm oil is used in fine machinery,
such as clocks, and in high-friction
engines. There are many other uses.
Hundreds of Australian companies
have been circularized by Project
Jonah asking whether they use whale
products. About half of those written
to have never replied to letters or
follow -up.
Project Jonah have a list of companies who have replied to the letters
and do not use whale products, so
that you know if you buy from them

you are not supporting the slaughter
of whales.
If you care about other life forms
besides human beings, if you regard
life as a totality rather than a onesided exploitation by humans, the
time to act is now. Join the fight for
the whales - work with a group like
Friends of the Earth or Project
Jonah. A change in the psychology of
human beings is essential if there is
to be any wildlife left in the world.
The arms race is another part of the
selfish and sick mentality that
prevails in the corridors of power of
governments all over the world.
What arrogance is it that causes us
humans to think of ourselves as
superior life forms? The agony of the
whales is regarded as a symbol of
human callousness by conservationists all over the world.
From an article by Jenny Talbot,
Project Jonah, C/- VEC, 324 William St., Melbourne.
'"

Resources
Friends of the Earth have books,
badges, stickers and posters on
whales . Some groups have sets of
slides and tapes of whale music.
There are also several films on
whales around .

Whales, Dolphins and Men
Available from Project Jonah and
the Victorian State Film Library
(other libraries can probably get it).

In Search of the Bowhead
From "Educational Media'', 235
Clarendon St., Melbourne, 3205,
and from the State Film Library . .

Greenpeace: Voyage to Save
the Whale
From Greenpeace, 3rd Floor,
Argyle Centre, 18 Argyle St.,
Sydney, 2000.

And God Created Whales
From "Educational Media"
(address above).

contact list for \\Omen~ groups

WOMEN AGAINST
NUCLEAR ENERGY

Feminist anti nuclear groups have
been established in Sydney,
Melbourne and Perth . Women find it
essential to fight the anti nuclear
~truggle from their own perspective
m separate groups.
Sydney WANE, with some input
from other g_roups, explain why: The
struggle against Uranium mining is
not a struggle in a vacuum. The
development of nuclear energy with
a)l its inherent dangers to th'e environment and civil liberties, is incom preh ensi ble without understandin~ the economic and political
system 1t grew out of, and is designed
to support.
We are up against a system where
ownership of the means of production, and therefore power to make
important decisions, are con-·
centrated in the hands of a few nearly all of them male. It is a
system which exploits as a condition
of its existence, and it is held
together by· ideologies which
r~tional_ize and justify this oppression, usm_g such myths as equality of
opportunity and freedom of choice.
We observe inequalities of sex, race
~nd cla~s but these are covered up by
1deolog1es of sexism, racism and
class which make us accept them as
"natural" . We want to challenge the
common myth that in a "free
enterprise" society the ordinary
Australian has the same access to
power and decision making that is
available to the Uranium Producers
Forum.
WANE believes that an antinuclear campaign should dwell not
only on the dangers of the nuclear
fuel cycle, but also on the conditions
that have created the so called 'need'
for nuclear technology and on the
strategies for such a campaign to be
successful.
Why a women's group?
WANE was started by women
from the Women's Movement.
Feminists challenge hierarchical
forms of organisation, which inevitably centralise power. It has been
shown in many struggles that the end
result is determined by the way the
struggle was seen and fought. When
the existing powe:- structures are
used by the opposition in a political
struggle they are simply reinforced
and repeated even when the struggle
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is "successful".
We work collectively to minimise
the gro~ser forms of personal power
mongering and centralised decision
WH111i"ON 1160
REPON 'IEWJW
making. Hackwork is shared, people
BlACICCW(;JUEN
taKe turns to chair meetings and
there are opportunities for all
members to participate. We derive
strength from acting in groups rather
than individually.
We consider that good personal interaction is a basis of all meaningful
political action; that good fun means
good business.
The left and peace movements
have often appealed to women on the
basis of emotion and motherhood
an appeal which reinforces the se/
ist society and discourages women's
active involvement.
WANE assumes that all women
have _intelligence and understanding.
Previously. some have tried to
manipulate them with fear tactics.
The frightening aspects of the
nuclear issue should be talked about
but we gain little by playing on people's fears and prejudices. What is
ne~ded is a .~ay of helping people to
gain a critical awareness. It is
therefore of great importance that we
break down one or the divisions that
lie behind the _nuclear industry . that between mmd and heart, public
and personal, male/world and
female/world.
WANE also seeks to break down
the authority of experts and scientists
mostly male - in the antJu ran i um movement. Their
prominence makes people believe
that the social and ethical questions
about uranium are second to the
~echnical aspects; an assumption that
1s not corr~ct and does nothing to
help the active participation of many
women.
WANE type groups exist in France, Germany,
We see one of WANE's functions
Denmark and just starting in England (SERA).
as making inroads into women's
Women's edition of undercurrents coming up.
politicaly isolation. We see that it is
Feminism,. Ecologie et Revolution
politically naive to see the question
c/o Francoise d'Eaubonne
of uranium in isolation and
26 rue Lecluse
endeavours to. ~o so ultimately upF - 75017
Paris 176e
hold the poht1cal system which
produced nuclear technology.
6
France
In short, WANE is fighting the
nuclear society, fighting for a noncontact for German feminist ecology group
nuclear, non-sexist society. A successc/o Claudia Wiebe
Veriungstrasse 155
ful struggle cannot separate these is·2102 Hamburg 93
sues.
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Germany

Western Australia

Northern Territory

New South Wales

FANG
Zoe Sofoulis,
27 Lockhart St.,
Como, 6152
or
Gloria Brennan or
Di Smith,
c/- CANE,
537 Wellington St.,
Perth, 6000. Ph. (home) 271 9870.
or
Gold fields against Nuclear Energy,
Marie Horsham,
46 Boundary Rd.,
Kalgoorlie, 6430.

Annie Atkinson, (FOE)
N.T. Environment Council,
P.O. Box 2120,
Darwin, 5794.
or
Judy Derrick,
49 George Cres.,
Fanny Bay, 5790.
or
Louise Grave,
10 Dowdy St.,
Millner, 5792.

Uranium Moratorium,
P.O.B. 5017a,
West Newcastle, 2300.
WANE
c/- Women's House,
62 Regent St.,
Chippendale, Sydney, 2000.
or
Carla Cranny
c/ - MAUM, 3rd Floor,
18 .Argyle St.,
Sydney, 2000. Ph. 241 3004.

Victoria
WANE.
c/- Women's Centre,
165 Latrobe St.,
Melbourne, 3000. Ph. 662 1037.
or
Ros Livingston,
c/ - MAUM,
180 Brunswick St.,
Fitzroy, 3065. Ph. 419 1457.

"The culture which created the
ecology crisis has also created our
language, our patterns of thought, our
whole socially constructed universe;
being thus, the creation of conceptual
and practical alternatives will be a
long, complex and extraordinarily
difficult task."
Gerald Gill "Back to Mother Earth"
in Arena No. 34 1974
"Most of the pollution created by our
society is directly attributable to the
same forces that require/ensure the
oppression of women. The 'growth'
ethic (supported by Labor and
Liberal alike) and its attendant consumerism and class structure are
forces damaging to women and to the
environment at the same time. Consumerism is one thing that feminists
appear to take for granted, an unchallenged assumption at the centre
of modern western society. But look
at the way it works: women are exploited by the advertisers in order to
sell goods which exploit women as
consumers, and which were produced
by the exploitation of women as
workers."

"Vashti's Voice"

South Australia
Laurel Jackson,
98, Cremorne St.,
Unley S.A., 5061.
or
Zia or Jane Gunn,
c/- CANE
310 Angus St.,
Adelaide, 5000. Ph. 223 5155.

Queensland

Tasmania
WANE,
Cris Harries, (Uranium Moratorium),
I 02 Bathurst St.,
Hobart, 7000.

its worth
thinking about
"Women should look with considerable suspicion upon the
ecological bandaids presently being
peddled by business and government
to overcome the crisis of exploitative
technology ... To compensate for the
failures of the system, the individual
consumers will be asked to tighten
their belts; the system itself will not
be challenged to change."
Rosemary Ruether, "New Woman,

New Earth"
"Women at home will naturally be
pressed into becoming the self-help
ecologists in bandaid remedies that
increase the dissipation of their
energies foto trivia, but have minimal
affects on the ecological imbalance."
Rosemary Ruether, "New Woman,

New Earth"

Sandra Bloodworth,
c/- CANP,
141 Anne St.,
Brisbane; 4000.
or
WANE
28 Queen St.,
Sandy Bay.
Brisbane, 4000.

"(Women) are forbidden knowledge
and control of the technology that
would place their own biological
processes in their own hands
(contraception,
abortion,
gynaecology). Thus the structures of
patriarchial consciousness that
destroy the harmony of nature are expressed symbolically and socially in
the repression of women."
Rosemary Radford Ruether, "New
Woman, New Earth" Dove Communications Pty. Ltd . 1975
Australia.

"I feel that in our society, every day
increases the hold that doctors have
on that very, very normal and female
process of birth. Birth is a normal
womanly function and I resent any
unnecessary interference in that
proc~, no matter how well-meaning.
and well-intentioned it may be. We
are no robots, who perform in a
programmed way; we are human beings, female human beings, who function in our own individual way."
Henny Ligtermoet ante-natal teacher
in a letter to "Simply Living" No. 4
1977.
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WASTED WOMAN-POWER
alienation in a consumerist society

RUTH CROWE
"The women's liberation movement is a final and last
ditch stand to stop the mad rush mankind is on to
destroy itself. As feminists we cannot separate our
struggle for our own liberation ... whatever that may
mean ... the right to realise our full potential ... we
cannot separate that from the wanton waste of our
resources; we cannot separate that from the kinds of
things that humanists and environmentalists around the
world are doing." - Rosemary Brown.'
Almost 80% of Australians live in large cities.
Australia is thus the most suburbanised country in the
world (there are some larger suburban areas in other
countries, but in no country is there such a high proportion of the population living in the large suburbanised
cities) . Thus the problem of women in the suburbs is one
that particularly applies to Australia.
There have been disturbing reports about life led by
some women in Australian cities. For example, as early
as September 1969 Rev . Father Frank Richards, then
Director of the Melbourne Catholic Family Planning
Bureau warned "The greatest punishment on earth is solitary confinement, yet many wives are suffering from it all the time."
In 1975 the YWCA prepared a report called "Leisure
... an Inappropriate Concept for Women". The report
stated:
"Women are daily confined to the company of their
children, becoming socially isolated and going for long
periods of time with no adult company other than their
husband. In such conditions women lack all the conditions of a stimulating environment which are essential
for satisfactory personal development."
In 1976 the Victorian Department of Health prepared
a report on the families in one of Melbourne's outer
suburbs - called "The Knox Project". Here is a quote
about how many women staying at home with children
experience the symptoms which are commonly lumped
•
together as "suburban neurosis" .2
"A general practitioner described how the doctor sees
the syndrome consisting of anxiety, irritability, suspicion, feverish houseproud activity, "do gooding",
psycho-motor symptoms such as head-aches and gastric disorders, and over-consumption of alcohol,
cigarettes, drugs or food. <;:ontributing causes may be
summarised as loneliness, isolation, fatigue,
monotony, frustration and lack of adequate stimulation, lack of communication with significant others
'especially the husband', and development of
dependence on home, husband and children, yet
simultaneously having perpetual responsibility for
them."
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Isolation,
One factor contributing to the' isolation of women in
the suburbs is the reliance on cars. Housing developments no longer follow the railway lines: they follow the
highways. Suburbs have spread beyond the areas that are
served by public transport. In one-car families the husband frequently takes the car, to get to work. The wife is
left more or less trapped in her home. The children also
· suffer. Thirty-seven per cent of the population is too
young to have a driver's licence. This makes it extremely
difficult for teenagers in the suburbs to find jobs which
they can get to, and increases the child's dependence on
the mother:
"The neighbourhood has disappeared as far as the child
is concerned. Without the ability to roam freely, make
friends, spend money and participate in recreational activities, a child's world is likely to be determined by his
parent's propensity to chauffeur him to activities.m
The lack of transport would not have such great effect
if there were opportunities for participation in community life in the suburbs. People would not need to
travel long distances if there were centres where they
could meet and share activities; places with facilities for
leisure, learning and communication, for all age-groups.
"The age-segregated neighbourhood ... which became
a feasible urban form only when the automobile became
commonplace ... is the natural breeding ground for insecurity and alienation . . . While the absence of the
aged cheats the child of exposure to how other people
live, -the absence of young adults makes the
neighbourhood teenagers unusually cocksure ... (they
lack) someone just a bit older and more mature, a
natural big brother or sister."

The trap of consumerism.
But the problems in our suburbs are much deeper than
loneliness, isolation, lack of stimulation and insufficient
support services for health and child-care. The increase in
child-bashing, suicide and drug-abuse are the symptoms
of the breakdown of human relationships in Australia
where possession of material goods is substituted for real
human interaction. The Knox Project in fact identified
the symptoms of consumerism:
"Women described the beginnings (of feelings of being
trapped) as the unrealistic expectations they were
taugbt to hold concerning the kind of life-style they
would lead, 'espoused, housed and pregnant'. The media
was blamed for much of this picture that life would be a
'contemporary home filled with the most glamorous upto-date gadgets ... and latest model car and a doting,

handsome husband who is supposed to treat her like a
queen . . . the children will be angels and models of good
conduct (Letter to the Free Press 5/8/'75). The reality
where 'her husband is just an ordinary chap . . . the
children scream, fight and get dirty' and the house
isolates her from the neighbours she's never
had the chance to befriend during her married working
years prior to pregnancy, may be the beginning of a
downward spiral."
The word "consumerism" has been coined to describe
the phenomenon of conspicuous waste being made possible through sophisticated advertising and mode~n
technology. The/ housewife in the suburbs is the mam
target.
\
Today, in "advanced" countries like Australia the
basic needs are being met for the vast majority of the
population . Thus new markets have to be found if the
economy 1s to continue to grow - our oresent
economy can only continue to exist as 'a growth economy.
On a world scale, damage from such
"growth
economies" can be gauged in the picturesque proportions
given by I van Illich in "Celebration of Awareness" where
he states:
"During the late 1960s it has become evident that less
than 10% of the human race consumes more than 50% of
the world's resources and produces 90% of the physical
pollution which threatens to extinguish the biosphere._m
· Our suburban homes and gardens, the unprecedented
range of our domestic equipment and household luxuries,

our fast cars and vast roadways are possible only because
·
we are part of this 10%.
The lifestyle which prevails in Australian suburbs depends on private ownership. Each family is expected to
own privately the goods and services which were supplied
in the past by the community, for community use. This
privatism assists the market in foisting superfluous goods
onto the people who live in the suburbs. At the sam~ time
women become more vulnerable to sexual oppression as
they substitute the possession of things for relationships
with people, and identify themselves with the sexist
advertising which is an integral part of consumerism.•
"Consumer education (has) become consumer
manipulation. Market research has discovered that the
most purchase-oriented shopper is socially isolated,
technologically uninformed, and insecure about her own
domestic competence. The new consumer 'educators',
the manufacturers and ad. men, sought to cultivate these
traits. The TV housewife is anxious about the
brightness of her was~, the flavour of her coffee, or the
lustre of her floors."~
This puts an especially heavy burden on women who
are expected more and more not onl y tc keep up with the
Joneses but to go one better; an1~
v are being subjected, continually, to programming to give them an appetite for more and more goods, as if such things can
compensate for the loss of opportunity to satisfy the
human yearnings for social relationships unfettered by
com etition.

People must be helped to become aware of these issues,
and more important, to see how they can be active in
changing the urban setting into a more human one. This
is essentially a political responsibility. There are two
main areas where effort is needed:
(I) Demanding that production meets real human needs.
In many different ways the urban action groups, the
trade unions and some of the conservation groups in
Australia are beginning to face up to this challenge. At
the end of 1977 there was a conference of Environmenta Ii sts for · Full Employment (see CR 3 (2) 6 •
This could be the beginning of a broad movement
embracing trade unionists, conservation organisations
and other community groups. 7
(2) Planning our urban areas so that transport energies
are saved and opportunities for people to participate
are maximised.
"Cities are being built for cars, not human beings, and
most damaging of all we are building cities we don't
want to live in. " 8
Many diverse groups are active on this issue. For exampl e, in Melbourne the Conservation of Urban Energy
Group is produci
a detailed plan on how to reduce the
use of ca rs, to df
1ew urban areas and restructure existing areas on ... ,.~ .. ,dn scale; and to develop mixed parti cipatory communities around strong urban cores served
by adequ ate public transport - see CR, 3 (I) 1977.

Women in the planning process
Women have a significant role to play in bringing in
t hese socia l cha nges, not only because they suffer most
fro m the inhum an and anti-social nature of our existing
citi es, bu t also because they are not hampered by
tradi tion al methods of organisation which have become
entrenched in long-established organisation, eg, trade unions.
In many of the newly emerging organisations on urban
issu es women are the initiators. It is significant to note
that in discussions, for example on freeways, whereas the
men debate how best to effect the journey, it is usually
the women who describe how more human the "front
gate" environment would be without the domination. of
the motor vehicles. Similarly, in discussions on housing
there is frequently a pre-occupation by the men with
economics -"what kind of housing can we sell?" This
tends to favor the nuclear family. They ignore the fact
that most people for much of their lives are not living in a
family situation; are living singly or communally.
Women discuss the type of housing; the need for a variety
o f accommodation rather than the nuclear family
stereotype. Women, because of their experience, can envisage a radical_ alternative on the small scale.
It is no wonder that to date women have played only a
minor part in what has been recognised as town planning.
The history of town planning in Australia is a story of
how good ideas and good intentions have come to so little. The meagre planning that has been attempted has
been frustrated at every level by the influence of
private owners of property, speculators and ~rofiteers
and the deification of economic growth and political
power. Under such conditions it is easy for paternali_sm
to dor. .inate and almost impossible for women to fmd
ways that they can have some impact on the decisions. In
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fact it often is impossible for women to see any sense in
having any part in such plannmg.
On the other hand traditionally women have been active on matters that affect the home and environment education, child-care, libraries, recreation - but because
these have been separated from the general problems of
society it has been only too easy for such campaigns to be
"things in themselves". Historically the piecemeal approach to planning has always helped to conserve the establishment and to discourage social innovation.
Women are continual!y being "put down" because
technical and administrative functions (in community
organisations as well as at government level) are mainly
the monopoly of men. This means that the urban movement has been beheaded of some of its most vital people.
Things will only change when there is a generally accepted vision of an alternative urban lifestyle, in which
human relationships are more important than possessions. We have not properly even begun to make such an
idea popular. It will take time to do so, but already there
are examples of the beginnings of such efforts, involving
men , women and also children.

Alternative movements: the need
for a vision of the future
Some of the urban action groups and anti-freeway
organisations ha ve begun to present alternative ideas on
city life at various anti-uranium demonstrations, and in
more intimate meetings between groups.
However ca mpaigns on urba n issues still tend to remain at the protest stage: anti-freeway protests without
mention of wh at sort of life we could envisage if the car
were not allowed to dominate our urban areas; antipower-station campaigns without in some way advocating a lifestyle of participatory activities to reduce

our dependence on fossil fuels; housing policies which
only look at economics and i~nore the ne~ds of those who
will make the buildings their homes; ch1ld-c~re, education health and so on as if these are needs quite separate
fro~ general community needs; and in most cases on all
these issues very little consideration is given as to w~ether
the siting of these facilities will lead to clustenng of
hum;rn activity or not.
.
.
More and more people are taking the future into their
own hands and setting up community-based child-care,
community schools, health centres, food _co-ops, rural
and urban communes, and other small do-it-yourself efforts. But these groups will remain frail an? easily ~oopted into the conservative stream -~f establishment 1~stitutions unless an overall poht1cal movement is
developed, with an overall vision into which these smallscale human efforts can be dovetailed.
The way forward is already beginning to be charted; by
groups such as Enviro~mentalists. For Fu~! _Em_ployment,
the Mobilisation Agamst Uranmm Mmmg, and the
Conservation of Urban Energy Group (already mentioned). However it is important to realise that at this
stage of history people do not know who to blame for the
destruction of their neighbourhood; or for the suburban
void · or for the grand plans for power stations and
nucl~ar reactors. Many people, particularly women, consider politics the last means to redr~ss the situation.
In the past most political demands m, for exa~ple, the
trade union movement, or at the local level m school
organisations and rate-payers a~so_ciations'. were concerned with easily defined economic issues (higher ~ages,
lower rates better school amenities etc). The new issues,
involving the human environment, are inherently different. How can we measure the quality of !if~?
The way forward involves people; the fruit of t~e
movement lies, not only in the immediate results, but m
the ever-increasing humanising experience of people. '.",t
the same time this movement, which is concerned with
society's values, must be geared in with movements seeking to change the structures of society, so that eventually
there is no distinction between the two:
"Ultimately society as a whole will have to be
reorganised by the great majority .w~o are
into hierarchical subserviencemby great maJonty who
now forced into hierarchical subservience by the
few. Yet until these revolutionary changes are achiev~d,
a new state of mind, nourished by working commumty
ties must be fashioned so that people will be able to fuse
the{r deepest personal needs with broader social i~eas.
Indeed unless this fusion is achieved, these very ideas
will re~ain abstractions and will not be realised at all."
-"The Myth of City Planning", Murray Boo k ch'm. 10

Footnotes
1.

2
·
3
·

.

Rosemary Brown, Canadian feminist, socialist and long-time
community activist, speaking on AB~ Monda~ Conference.
Parts of her speech were published in Vaahtl • Voice, October 1975.
.
"The Knox Project", by Yoland Wadsworth (Victorian Dept. of
Health 1976) Is a first assessment of the Knox Early
Childhood Development Program. Knox Is an outer suburb of
Melbourne with a population of 76,000, mostly young J?eo,ple.
Quotation from "A Constitution for Cultural Revolution .. in
Celebration of AwareneM, a collection of artlcl~s by Ivan ll_1ch
(Penguin Education Special, 1971 ). The article was first

4

·

5.
6
·
7.

published by the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Dr Alan Roberts states thatbfor the individual, "consurerl~t
satisfactions are a pale su stltute for the .~venues o ~e •
fulfilment forcibly excluded from his/her llfe . Dr Roberts,, article "Self-Management and ·the Environment Crisis, In
Radical Ecologlst {1), December 1974, Is basic read ing for
thqse studying consumerism. f Housework" by Bar bara
From "The Manufacture o
Ehrenrelch and Deidre Engllsh, In Soclallst Aevolutlon (USA
publlcatlon), 5(4), (Number 26) October/December 1975.
The Australlan Conservation Foundation newsletter and
some trade union Journals have also publlshed articles on Environmentalists for Full Employment recently.
See article on the Conservation of Urban Energy Group In the
Learning Exchange Supplement, 57, September 1977. The
group's research will shortly appear as a book, entitled Seeds
of Change.

BIKE RIDIE FILM

FOE BI KERI DE FILM NOW AVAILABLE
It's c~llet.f' Ride Against Uranium is in colour, l 6mm
and 18 minutes long. Tells the story of~ th?usand people
making their way to Canberra on their bicycles:
"On the final day of their journey, just ~00 ya~ds from
their destination, the cyclists clashed with pohce m a
short but violent episode. Eight cyclists were arres~ed; the
remainder straggled on to Parliament H ouse, bewildered,
frustrated and angry. Of the ten day ride the c~untrr,>s
national news reported only the clash on the bndge.
Ride Against Uranium now available for sale from
FOE 1977 Melbourne Bikeride Committee, FOE
Melbourne.
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The Dying Housewife
Drowning, drowning in a sea of faces.
Plastic, dollied, pretty-ugly faces.
What shall I do?,
Shall I swim?
trying so hard to keep up with the old school
but doubting; doubting myself, (where is that ring of confidence?).
What do I do when some annoying, unconventional aspect of my personal ity
or my looks, (yeah , you're right, I am too fat)
stops me from being a " dolly-bird just like you ".
Shall I run on the endless conveyor belt
which is the role and position in life I've been given?
an unambitious member of the work force,
a wife, a housekeeper.
Shall I play blind and say I can't see or hear
the endless pressures you put on me, in the roles
you gave, (oh I know, by divine credence of course) and
the goals I'm supposed to reach, (within "my womanly limitations"?!)
The barrage of advertisements.
creating and maintaining the trends,
the social norm and social pressure,
all play havoc with my insecurities and uncertainties.
Am I too fat?,
Are my legs O.K.? (oh, oh, they need shaving again)
Is my face too dull?
It seems like I can 't be me,
the me I'd like to be.
Having to play games; your games - your rules .
I_spend all my time runninQ around,
- making myself "pretty"/acceptable.
- after the family . . .
I' m running out of time, (not to mention money).
I know I should be grateful for convenience foods , and so many labo ur-saving devices
you 've created for me;
but why should it be me here .. .
Alone.
Struggling through the tins, the processed foods;
the pre-packaged, pre-served, pre-digested foods,
that you my friendly manufacturer insist I must buy?
And what if I do play your games?
Shall I also play dumb and say I can't understand
why we're always getting sick?
why the kids are hyperactive, while I feel like death at 35?
Shall I tell myself it's natural to doubt
and criticise myself so much?:
Shall I drain my energy and ignore the real struggle
of living?
while I just exist, (more for the benefit of others than myself).
Would I pass the big test?
11e to myself, and go on living that lie,
wh ile I see all around and within,
that this society is gradually denuding the earth, (and me)
of all that is natural and living ...
as it putrifies the air, the water, the soil, ( and my body)
with its shit.
Now they offer us nuclear power;
so we can kee ~, all this, and have more,
much more, (of the luxuries, the waste, the inequalities).
I can St.1e the time for my choice is now.
My strength is your weakness.
For too long now,
you have lived on my weakness.
- Rosemary Cousins
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.,
International Union have published a guide to their
women members. It says:
"When a woman is pregnant the health hazards to
which she is exposed are a threat to her child as well as
herself ... She must avoid even small exposures to toxic
substances .... (and) she must have a clause in her contract
that protects her right to transfer to a safer part of the
plant without loss of pay or seniority ... for the duration
of the pregnancy ... The contract should also require the
labelling of substances known to be teratogens (causes of
birth defects) and abortifacients. No woman should ever
have to choose between her job security and her baby's
healthm
The ACTU adopted a Charter for working women at
its 1977 Congress. It calls for,
"Health and safety information which is both multilingual and.comprehensive to be provided on the job" and
"Regular medical services including preventative medical
care ... "
Because medical centres in industry are generally controlled by management (which leads to suspicion), or are
non-existent, unions obviously need to become involved.
Two unions which have started sponsoring their own
medical services are the Australian Workers' Union
(NSW) and the Australasian Meat Industry Employees'
Union (Vic.).

WOMEN AT WORK
occupational
health hazards

The Occupational Hazards

SYLVIE SHAW
With more and more women entering the job
market, the problem of occupational health hazards
Is Increasing. Both traditional occupations for
women, and new occupations which expose women
to toxic substances Involve health hazards, often
without the workers' knowledge. Sylvie Shaw, of tne
Working Women's Centre, examines some of these
hazards and the discrimination against women involved in many occupations.
Safety and health at work has never been a vital concern of industry and governments in Australia (viz
asbestos) and the health problems of working women
have been even more neglected than those of men.
Health problems of women workers revolve around
two main areas: - Health hazards associated with
traditional occupations of women, and - occupations
with potential for damaging the foetus, genetically or by
transf~ren~e of chemicals across the placenta, which may
result m birth defects , cancer, or some other toxic effect
on the child.
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Chemical dangers
I.ncreasing numbers of women are moving into jobs
which present chemical and physical dangers that have
not yet. been studied. A recent decision by General
Motors m Canada has prohibited "fertile women" from
working in its battery plant because of fears that leadoxide emissions in the plant could lead to birth defects.
Thi~ . m'eans that women either have to prove their
sterility or be transferred to another job - perhaps with
less pay. Yet male, as well as female, reproductive .
systems are affected by lead and chemical emissions'.
Employers have begun to discriminate against women
who might be fertile, instead of making the work-place
safe.
One l)S chemical company using chemicals that cause
sterility in men actually suggested that, instead of replacing the chemical, they should employ men who wanted
vasectomies! At what cost to their health?
The Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers (AFL-CIO)

Women 's dual roles - at home and work - cause excessive fatigue. Women tend to neglect their health
because they are too tired to seek medical attention and
to have routine check-ups. Studies by the International
Labour Organization have shown that working mothers
have less than two-thirds of the free time enjoyed by their
hu sbands. Even when working full-time, women feel
compelled (and society pressures them) to devote a large
part of their spare time to family chores. 3
As most women are clustered in low-paid, low-skill occupations with little or no job security, where the work is
repetitive and boring, they often turn to psychotropic
drugs, analgesics and tranquillizers to help them cope not only with their paid job, but also with the extra
burden of housework. It is believed that some companies
actually distribute analgesics to their workers. It is particularly vital to eliminate the need for such products
among pregnant workers, as it appears analgesics cause
birth defects.4
Women who work as key-punch operators or on
production lines often injure their hands and wrists. One
very common complaint is known as Tenosynovitis. The
symptoms of Tenosynovitis IS 'sweiiing of ten.dons,
generally in the arms and wrists. If the sufferer tries to
keep on working it becomes extremely painful. The
likelihood of developing this complaint is increased by
production incentives - bonus and piecework. Incentive
systems have also been cited as causing back injuries. 5
Working women under these systems complain of the
pressure and competition which give rise to many nervous complaints. Management safety-experts sometimes
point out that pieceworkers remove safety-guards from
their machines to increase production - the rate/speed
is set so high that workers are endangering themselves to
earn a living wage.

A study of migrant women in industry6, found that
many of them work under conditions of heat or cold,
noise, odour, physical danger, pollution, poor ventilation
and lighting - particularly in small factories. Women
surveyed complained of headaches, sore eyes, chest complaints and aching legs. Many stood all day on damp concrete floors, increasing the likelihood of varicose veins,
others had sore eyes, caused by having to concentrate on
fiddly detail work in inadequate light.
Many of the injuries, stresses and strains women have
from work appear to them too insi_gnificant to apply for
workers' compensation . Many women, particularly
migrant women, either do not know how to apply for
compensation, do not think their injuries are serious
enough, or do not wish to "rock the boat" or get involved
in long drawn-out leg.al procedures. When they do make
claims they receive less money than men and cases for
women take longer to process to their conclusion.
Sometimes doctors advise injured workers to take "light
duties", but an unskilled worker who is told to do "light
work" will find it almost impossible to find if she is unable to perform constant manipulative tasks.
All workers should be informed about Workers'
Compensation procedures and especially about the
potential hazards they work with, so they can take collective action to reduce them and create a healthy and safe
working environment.

Quotes
"It's not a hazardous industry. We only need to tell the
women to keep their hair short and not to put their
fingers under the needle. We have no safety notices. But
we have a good safety record."
"Safety regulations are in English but they have
pictures. Although, the puns (depicted in safety
cartoons) would not come across to the women who
can't read English ... We have a good record except
for back troubles, which I think are a fiddle."

''If they get a needle stuck in their finger, I pull it out
with a pair of pliers."
i. In two factories producing cheese and light savouries,
workers were prohibited from sitting down and were·
forced to stand for the whole eight (8) hours even
though it seemed that their tasks could have been
carried out satisfactorily if chairs or stools had been
available, Complaints of leg troubles and tiredness were
common. At the cheese factory, women were required
to clean toilets and boilers, wash dirty clothes includin2 overalls used by the management and foremen
- and clean the managers' cars. Canteens in most
factories were highly regimented and women rushed
back t-0 work on the bell with alacrity prompted by
fear. At one tinned food and sauce factory the accident
rate was extremely high and in a number of c1ses
involved the loss of limbs and finger~ in pre!!SeS. -

From "But I wouldn't want my wife to work here": A
study of migrant women in Melbourne Industry CURA Fitzroy, Vic.
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LETTERS
Ian fausacker's

.E~.~~ES TQ CHINA ARTICLE

an Ennronmentalist's Dream?" (in
the last edition of Chain Reaction) has
raised a storm of letters from Environmentalists and others. China
seems to be regarded as a test-case in
the.d~bate as to whether the goals of
soc1ahsm are compatible with concern. for the environment. We have
publ!shed as many of the letters as
poss!bl~. Space prevents us from
pubhshmg them all in full.

profit ::1nd poht1cal power, we are
deg~adin_g ourselves and that which
we inherited. It's fair to ask if there's
a structural reason fo~ the difference.

a

t~~

J. .BG

China - social
honesty
The first is an excerpt from a letter
by Pe_ter Hayes, one of the founders
of Fnends of the Earth in Australia.
He .also visited China, and wrote an
article about the country for Chain
Reaction. 2 (I), 1976.
". . . Ian quotes the fact that
Chinese bicycles have locks. I can
only quote. m~ny counter-examples
to try ai:id !nd1cate that the Chinese
are beginmng to create a society
?ased on social hon~sty, not just
mterpe~sonal honesty as we know it.
The first ni~ht in our trip, I
wa ndered . .. into the older parts of
Peking . I~ was after 9 p.m. and we
wal~ed with s~me anxiety. Years of
ant1- c <?mmun1st propaganda in
fo_rm a t1ve years of childhood left me
with trepidations, even after the
friendly w~lcome, t<? be walking
around mainland China . We came
across a street with fruit sidestalls
such as those seen in Bangkok or
Jakarta. The lights were low in the
street, as the Chinese save energy as
soon as the need decreases. The
street was deserted, everyone had
gone to bed, and the fruitstalls had
been left open, with all the fruit lying
there _unprotected. It took many such
experiences to convince us that our
cultural preconceptions about the
impossibility of social honesty were
what was wrong.
Of ~ourse, how does one explain
the drivers who act like they own the
road, people . who. steal bicycles,
murder and thieve hke bandits of old
in . China fthe most recent being
Chiang Ka1-shek)? The answer lies
in the fact that China is undergoing
revolution even now as the former

1cvp
5~-.A.

ow~ers of th_e means to produce, and
of informat10n and political power
(the so-called "capitalist roaders " )
fig~t back . . . Chinese political
phtlosophy admits, indeed insists
upon, the very contradictions in
Chinese life he points to. That's what
the Cultural Revolution was all
about.
. .. My impression is that we can
learn most of all from the Chinese on
equity: on the principle of placing the
needs of the neediest first. The
environment is seen in China as the
sourc~ of all sustenance - a reality
to which most rural Chinese are too
close to ignore anyway - and
therefore as precious as ... people.
A good baseline against which one
could measure the Chinese
e~perience is what they have done
with what they started with . I suggest
that they have been improving
ther:nselves .and the degraded natural
env_1r~nment they inherited with their
socialist efforts. W_ith the two primemovers of change in Australia being

1n
.,,.,..,..~
J.~

~etter from W.A. Davis, Victorian A CF Councillor.
I read with interest, Ian
Pausacker's article in your informative journal, "Chain Reaction"
3, (3) 1977 entitled "China En~
vironmentalist's Dream", and '1 feel
compelled to comment on several inac~uracies and also some aspects on
which many of your readers would
disagree strongly. Let me preface my
re~~rks by saying it was my
prIV1lege to lead the Australian
Conservation Foundation tour in
1.975 and also produce our film.
" The Bicycle Society".
Now to some of your writers
statements:1. TREEPLANTING "is concentrated mainly around cities like
Peking". NOT TRUE. China's
reaforestation program is without a
parallel in the world. On our trip we
visited areas in the North East to the
Inner Monogolian border, then rural
areas around Nanking, Kwangchow,
etc. and everywhere, massive
treeplanting.
2. Grazing Lands: Here again, in
the areas we visited we saw lots of
domestic animals and vast grasslands . Obviously, Ian's trip was
confined to cities essentially of the
Eastern seaboard.
3. Ian's prices appear grossly inaccurate and misleading. Certainly
luxury items are expensive but common needs of the people are very
cheap. Food costs nothing like 6670% of their income as Ian quotes.
C?n information we were given, consistently the average wage per family, per month was about $40.00
Australian .. The cost of living (rent,
food, clothing, etc.) is just over half
this. A bicycle represents two months
salary (approximately $80.00
Australian).

4. Holidays: The Chinese certainly
do not work 52 weeks a year. They
have two weeks annual holidays plus
various national days etc.
5. Sprays and Fertilisers: Obviously, with 800 million mouths to feed ,
their fertilisers must be supplemented with chemical substitutes,
but most importantly they utilise
every available source of natural fertilisers, including vegetable refuse,
leaves, animal manures and nightsoil. Concerning pesticides, they are
very much aware of the problems
and where possible they use
biological control.
6. To say the Chinese live a dull
drab life with little entertainment is
simply not true. Ian obviously did
not see their huge cultural parks,
their children's palaces, the travelling acrobatic troupes, etc. which visit
the communes.
7. Wage gap: On our information,
the wage gap which certainly still exists, is nothing like what Ian quotes.
The Chinese are very much aware of
this problem , especially in the
medical field , but it is a slow process
of transformation from Socialism
which they now have, to pure Communism. They say it could take
another 100 years.
8. The final slap in the face from
Ian is to say he was glad to be back
in "Clean Australia" . What an insult! Without doubt, Chinese cities ;
considering the population pressures,
are amongst the cleanest in the
world.
As a final comment, the achievement in just 3 . decades, from . an illiter~te, starving race of slaves of the
landlords before liberation, to a wellfed, educated, adequately housed and
clothed society of 800 million, is surely one of the greatest achievements
in human history, and to be admired,
not ridiculed.
We would agree on Ian's pomts on
finite resources, further industrial
development, safety in factories, and
to a lesser extent, air pollution in
some areas.
"ls then the Environment movement a capitalist society's luxury" ?
This final comment of Ian's can be
answered simply. On our observations, China' s type of socialism,
based essentially on the needs of the
people, as against our capitalist
society (where the needs of capital is
the motivating philosophy), is much
more environmentally orientated and
to be applauded rather than condemned.

AustraliaChina Society
Letter from N. R. Macdonald,
Hon . Secretary, West Australia
Branch, of the Australia-China
Society.
Your article ' "China, An Environmentalist's Dream?" in Chain
Reaction 3 (3), 1977, invites protest.
Many of our members are also
members of F.O.E., and wonder at
the tenuous connection between your
aspirations and objectives, and such
a negative article about people striving to emerge from abject poverty
and rapacious exploitation such as
existed in China before her liberation
in 1949. They do, indeed, seek harmony with the environment.
Your article reveals its author's
.unfamiliarity with the countries of
the Third World in Asia in general,
of which China is one, as well as his·
lack of humanity .
Is he really a Friend of the Earth?
It is rather pointless to ask
whether he is a Friend of the Earth.
Friends of the Earth is not an exclusive organisation. He describes
himself as an environmentalist. - Ed.

Pausacker's
reply
Reply from Ian Pausacker (edited
version)
My initial enthusiasm at evoking a
response from Peter Hayes, Bill
Davis and others to my China article
waned when I realised that none of
them had really come to grips with
what I was saying. My purpose in
writing the article was to explain my
personal reaction to a visit to a
country painted by many as approaching a utopian society .· The
response seems to indicate horror at
me looking at China in a personal
way and through western eyes. I
believe we are kidding ourselves if we
try to do anything else - who can
remove themselves from their whole
cultural upbringing?
Now for some of the specific
points rai~ed in the letters:
Tree planting
I made my comments to help
dispel the myth that China . is a
magnificently green country. We saw
literally millions of newly planted
trees an undertaking of considerable magnitude - yet there is
ol)ly one word that could be used to
describe the 4000 km of countryside
we saw: stark. I am well aware of the

reason for this, which is basically a
desperate need for fud for cooking
and heatiag, which still exists today
in many of the rural areas of China.
Honesty
The fruit and vegetables we grow at
Monbulk are put on a roadside stall
with a container in which people
leave the money, and as with the
stalls Peter Hayes saw in Peking, we
always leave our produce on the stall
overnight. Very little is ever stolen.
Yet we constantly hear reports of
crime in the sensation-hungry media,
and come to see our society as dishonest.
Cost of Living
The figures in my table are accurate
and can be verified by anyone
visiting China and spending some
tim_e - as I did - wandering around
th~1r departmen~ stores writing down
pnces . My basis for conversion to
"equivalent Australian prices" is
clear - there is a factor of about 20
between Australian and Chinese
take-home-pay, and a factor of
about ~.5 between the respective
cutrenc1es; so to convert you multiply the Chinese price (e.g. 190 for a
bicycle) by (20 x 0.5). The result (e.g.
$1900 for a bicycle) gives us an idea
of how long it would take to save
enough to buy various goods.
The families we met indicated
between 60% and 70% of their wage
went on food: look at the figures in
my table (e.g. rice $2/lb, beans
$6/lb, pork $8/lb). You could buy
en_ough r!ce and vegetables to stay
ahve on, 1f you budgeted carefully.
Holidays
Bill Davis's comments are simply
answered. The only Chinese to
receive two weeks' holiday each year
are those sent to an area to work
which is away from their families.
The re~aining w?rkers have only the
few national hohdays each year'.
Clean Australia
I am well aware of the extent of pollution of the air, water and land in
Australia. What I saw in China was
orders of magnitude worse in some
places, not just because of population
pressures but because of the low
priority they place on pollution control. Everyone in our group was impressed - despite themselves - in
the relative cleanliness of Australia
when we returned; even me who
spends much of my time protesting
at the lack of environmental concern
in Australia. Hence my (much misinterpreted) comments about the
relativity of our environmental
problems here.

Ian Pausacker

.,

Sexism in the
Environment movement
separatism:
is it a valid
tactic?
As women become involved in the
ecology movement they are faced by
the same male domination as
elsewhere. Two examples show this
clearly: Firstly, in Brisbane in 1976
Friends of the Earth organised a
Radical Ecology occasion. One of
the discussion afternoons was to be
on women and ecology. About 30
women and 5 men gathered for the
discussion. The first question raised
was whether we were being just as
sexist as men if we excluded them.
After a 45 minute semantic argument amongst the more poJitically
astute members of the gathering a
~ote was taken and the men were
a ll?wed to stay. Both. during the 45
mmute argument and the ensuing
discussion on where women could
begin and how they could work and
influence other women, the three
remaining males dominated. One in
particular decided he wanted to talk
working-class politics, Marxism,
a nd the bourgeois nature of
ecological activism. Not surprisingly, nothing concrete came out of the
discussion, but we learnt an important lesson: at times when women
need to discuss things amongst
themselves, especially when some of
the women may not have spoken in
public before, MEN CAN BE EXTREMELY DIVISIVE. The second
example involved different women in
a completely different setting - the
Confest at the Cotter River - but
the story was an almost exact repeat.
The presence of men at such
gatherings is disruptive in two ways:
often the men who attend the gather-
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ings are assertive and tend to
monopolise attention; and secondly,
the a_rgu ment about whether they
should attend a women's discussion
can get drawn out, dividing the opinion of the women present and
d~stroy_ing solidarity, and preventing
d1scuss10n on topics which women
experience in common. Women who
suggest separatism are often confronted with arguments about the
per~anence of the tactic, and by
poht1cos who argue that our first
fight should be against capitalism
. . . hence separation cannot be allowed when we are brothers and
sisters fighting the common enemy.
Few of the men who put forward
these arguments can understand
that, in a sense, their ideas and treatment of women and unassertive people in general is part of the enemy.
Yet it is widely understood why
workers need to organise themselves
to the exclusion of their bosses.
Most environment and anti-uranium
groups in Australia seem to have the
classical organisation structure, with
a chairperson, secretary, treasurer
and executive committee members.
It is unusual to have as many women
as men: most women have never had
the opportunity to acqu ire the confidence required . In these organisations and also in many of the more
loosely-organised ones the generally
greater assertiveness of men can
result in them getting the only say on
a subject, and in the more assertive
men ga~ning more skills - since they
are quickest to volunteer for interesting tasks. Many a good idea
has not seen the light of day because
women and non-assertive men were
intimidated into not speaking .
Separatism. is suggested here, not as
a permanent phenomenon, but as a
temporary means for acquiring the
necessary confidence and skills to de~
mand equal treatment.

Helen, Friends of the Earth
Brisbane.
'
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are
men blaming
themselves
too much?
Feminists often draw a parallel
between Man's exploitation of
nature and his treatment of women:
the idea of "raping nature". It's
more than just a metaphor. Whalers
off the coast of California used to
make a practice of harpooning baby
whales, knowing the mother would
turn back to rescue the calf and that
they could kill her more easily that
way. That's the kind of mentality
we're ~alking ab~ut, and it often goes
hand 10 hand with sexism (whalers'
sha!lties are very sexist).
However the implication is that
this e~ploitative mentality is only
found m men. Hasn't it ever occurred
to anyone that women could have it
too? Women are quite capable of exploitation. Think of the plantationowners' wives, ordering the servants
about; the cultured tones of the
upper-class English lady, as she
sacks the nanny ... the materialism
of some women: their expensive
clot~es, their shares in mining companies . . . the cruelty and narrowmindedness of respectable women
who ostracize unrespectable ones like
prostitutes etc. I don't think social
attitudes will change till women
recognise that they too have a part in
shaping society and passing on its
prejudices, and that they could use
their influence to break them down .
I go into all this because I think
there is great consciousness of sexism
in the environment movement (particularly Friends of the Earth) and
some men are blaming themselves
to? much. There is probably a certam amount of sexism in the move-

ment, but certainly not as much as
you will find outside it, in other work
situations.
At one place where I worked ( a
university) a typist was sacked
because she had inade a correction
(not a mistake) in a Jetter to the
Dean of the Faculty. The situation is
the same in most hierarchical
organisations: all the mining companies have secretaries and typists
who do what they're told to the
Jetter, or else . . .
In the environment movement, in
contrast, women can work more on
an equal basis with men. I have met
men who are, as far as I can see,
totaly non-sexist. They are supportive, make cups of tea, do the books,
clean up, mail out newsletters and
lay out pamphlets for other people,
answer telephones and ask women
for their opinion on things (not all
the .men are the same of course) .
The least offensive males are the
most vulnerable to accusations that
they are sexist (the really sexist ones
would not even be mixing with
feminists, or would have enough
faith in their own superiority to be
unaffected). It's easy to take advantage of the guilt-feelings of the

a feminist
reply
Feminist/ecologists are drawing
the connections between Man's exploitation of nature and Man's exploitation of women. We believe that
both exist under the Patriarchial
ethic of dominance. This ethic makes
desirable and profitable the practice
of exploitation. Exploitation of
blacks by whites, of workers by bos,
ses, of individuals by the State, of
women by men and of the earth by
humans must therefore be seen as
Jinked in common struggle. As
feminists we cannot separate our demands for a harmonious earth
ecology and our other demands for
harmonious human relationships.
Oppression in this Patriarchal
capitalist society is pervasive and
complex. The interdependence of
classism and racism with sexism is
one example. Of course some
women, by virtue of their class
and/or race can oppress others.

were taken -off the market. I didn't
think the posters were particularly
sexist - they showed a parent, not
an unpaid housekeeper. Whether or
not this is a good analysis, the point
was that no-one at Friends of the
Earth dared to say a word, although
several people privately liked the
posters.
What meaning does a decision
such as the one to throw out the
posters have if it was not the product
of .free discussion? Women can use
the taunt of sexism to make people
go along with them and more vocal,
aggressive women are getting their
demands met by claiming to speak
for all women . It doesn't mean that
they have convinced people; it just
means that they have managed to
shut them up.
I don't want to see men attacked
to the point where they begin to have
doubts about their sexuality, and
even women are afraid to say
anything for fear that what they
think is just a product of their sexrole conditioning. Feminism should
strive to break down self-doubt, not
introduce a new kind.

vulnerable ones .
Guilt can paralyse men (and
sometimes women) into silence. To
give an example, the "Kiss Your
Children Goodbye" posters. These
posters showed a silhouetted figure,
kissing a child, with the slogan
"What do you do in case of a nuclear
accident? Kiss your children goodbye". Some people complained that
the image was sexist, so the posters

Barbara, Friends of the Earth,
Melbourne.

:Vhen we are talking about sexism,
.. owever, the institution of
Patriarchy is the immediately relevant one. Feminists believe that the
"acceptable lifestyle" for women
have been, in so ma11y ways,
prescribed by Patriarchal ideologies .
Feminist activists, in the environment movement and elsewhere, want
all women to recognise our potential
power in society. We encourage
women to become active in agitating
for social change and to reject the
stereotype that all women are passive
and incompetent. This very
magazine, produced by women will
benefit from the fighting of sexism,
feminism.
There is a growing awareness
amongst the men in the radical environment movement of women's issues, and this is pleasing to note.
However, we will fight for our rights
whenever it is necessary, and must
continue to do tlO if we are true to
ourselves. When examples of sexism
occur debate must follow so that the

implications are fully understood. It
is otherwise a hollow victory. Instead
of blaming feminists for rafsfog
political issues, initiate discussion on
the topic to ensure greater understanding.
Feminists do not claim to speak
for all women. Although feminists
believe that all women will benefit
from the fighting of sexism, we are
painfully aware that many
Australian women are politically and
socially conservative. Altho ugh
many people oppose women's liberation we will continue to fight for
what we believe to be just. Likewise
our commitment to a non-nuclear
future can not be diminished by
public opinion against us. Do we
blame individual workers who out of
economic necessity, take jobs as
uranium miners? No! We probably
blame the big business and government who propagate the idea that
nuclear power is necessary and
desirable. Likewise, we should not
#just blame women for the unecological situations they may find
themselves in, but fight to chan~e the
society that perpetu.a tes those ideas.
Fight the Patriarchal society!

-Karina Veal, FOE Swinburne
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PACKAGING...
. One word that expertly describes the creed of the 20th
century West~rn existence is CONSUMER. We Jive in a
consumer society and our roles as secretaries scientists
or clerks are mere subsi_diaries to our greatest' part, that
of consumers. The survival of our economic system den:iands that we consu':Tle frequently, thoughtlessly, expensively food, dnnk, tobacco, cars, refrigerators,
clothes, stereo systems. To ensure our co-operation in the
game, ~he massed forces of industry, advertising and
!11arketing coax, caress and cajole us, until our very existence seems to depend on the acquisition of this and the
use of tha~. And when we've acquired this and used that
- throw 1t away. It's simple.
.. Pla~ne~ obs_olescence,,i~ the. key factor . The saying
nothing is built to last 1s quite true. If it were there
would be no need for the consumer to keep consuming
and. the ~hole system would grind to a halt. It would not
~e in a light bulb manufacturers' interest to market a
light-bulb tha~ lasted forever; if they did, they would soon
be out of business.
All this produ~ing, consuming, discarding leads to
waste. Yet the ph(lOSO)?hY of not caring where it came
from or where 1t 1s going which has characterised and
perp~tuated ou.r habits as consumers for so long, must
now itself be discarded! We can no longer affort to toss
~aluable r~so~rces onto the garbage heap. For if we continue unthinkingly to do so, the next byword of the 20th
century Western existence' will be SHORTAGE
To. the econo1!1ist, pac~aging is one of the "gro;th" in~u~tnes of our time. But in the eyes of environmentalists
it is one of the biggest dr.ains on resources and sing)~
causes of waste. The necessity of some packaging is quite
clear. _To prote~t goods in ti:ansit from factory to retail
outlet, to co~t~in them, obv10usly necessary for liquids,
and finely d1v1ded. solids such as sugar, salt and soap
powde~. For hygemc rea.sons to protect against moisture
and d1~t and to quantify them for convenience. But
packaging has another role far beyond these purely funct10nal ones - to sell the product ! Attractive packaging
persuades us to buy more.
For. thousands of years, packaging used to mean
materials such as. wood, textiles, earthenware, glass; all
of which . are easily made from natural materials, and
were designed for co~stant re-use. When finatly worn
out, all of these matenals can retur,n to nature doing lit'
tle or no harm to the environment.
To.day not. one of th~se .materials remains as a significant pa_ckag_ing matenal _m an affluent society such as
~ustralia, with the except10n of glass, which is almost entirely des1~ned to. be used only ?nee, th~n thrown away.
Far from improving the packaging prev10us generations
use, modern technology has perfected the throw away
pack~g~ - throw away glass, throw away steel and
alum.1mum .c~ns, throw away paper and throw away
plastics. This 1s _the reason why we now have one million
tons of packaging wastes to throw into holes in the
ground each year and why the manufacturers of these
packages expect we will throw away some six million
tons a ye~r by the end of the century.
Convem.enc~. The h?IY . word of. the packaging industry, which is used to Justify a multitude of sins. In this
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r~gard no~-returnable bottles and cans lead the race. Putting beer in cans _for example is convenient, for the cons_u1!1er, wh? c~n simply throw the can away when they are
f1mshed with it. Non-returnable bottles are "convenient"
for the same _reason. Coincidentally, selling beer in cans,
rather _than m returnable bottles is considerably more
convenient for the manufact~rer who no longer has the
expense, or worry of collecting; cleaning and refilling
bottles. And remember - 30% of-what you pay for a can
of beer 1s for the can,_which can only be used once and
then t~rown away - how convenient can yoti get? With
many items - such as toothpaste, soft drink, pet-food,
razor blades and aerosol spray cans - the cost of the
package !11ay be as !11uch as the cost of making the contents. With cosmetics, perfumes and pharmaceuticals
the packages may cost far more than the contents.
'
Th~ growth of supermarkets as the major retail outlets
for v1r.tuall_y all _consumer goods revolutionised the
packagmg industry. Items that were bought loose are
no\¥ elaborately packaged, for exiJmple, nails and screws
wh1ch could b~ bought once by the handful in hardware
shops appear m supermarkets now in "blister" packs
stuck to a card and encased in plastic.

••• the

garbage industry

Ostensibly, this makes life easier for the consumer,
who can buy the product in conviently aggregated quantities . More to the point, it is easier for the
wholesale/retail network which can quantify, transport
and display items more simply.
· A visit to any supermark~t will show you shelves
stocked with a vast array and a variety of products. Ten
different brands of soap powders, eight brands of tinned
fruit, jams, biscuits and detergents. Only one thing
visually differentiates the brands in any given line and
that is the p~ck~es they come in.
. . The amount and type of packaging around a given
product is a crucial factor in its sales appeal. If a package
looks not only attractive, but substantial too, the consumer may believe the product inside to be superior to
others in the range. The extra cost the manufacturer incurs in excessively packaging its product is thus compensated for by higher turnover and profit. The packaging of
products has been refined into an art form of pictorial
and graphic allure, to the extent that in some cases,
cosmetics and perfumes for example, the package is selling not just the product but the seductive and exciting
promise of a better way of life for the purchaser. In some
extreme cases packages have created products, instead of
a package being developed to contain an existing
product for which there was an existing demand. Hair
sprays and other aerosol-can products are good examples
of products which were unthought of until a new packaging technology was invented. According to the Australian
Association of Advertising Agencies, about eight
products disappear permanently from the supermarket
shelves each week because the public does not want them.
Almost invariably all eight were products which would
never have existed if it were not for modern colorful
packaging: a new ice-cream, instant dinner or canned
mixture of vegetables. But - for every eight products
which disappear each week, there are eight or nine new
ones on the shelves, backed up by massive advertising
campaigns.
But - the illusion is not without a price·and the consumer is the one who must ultimately pay it.
The sixteen million people of Australia and New
Zealand use as much energy as the 720 million of India,
Bangladesh, Pakistan and Sri Lanka combined. They
have never used convenience packaging. If they did use
resources and energy at the rate Australians do, how
much sooner would they run out of them? Are
deodorants, pet foods, plastic milk cartons and coca-cola
cans the best use for raw materials anyway?
It is not surprising to learn that the greatest proportion
of energy expenditure in food production generally occurs in packaging·. Modern packaging requires huge
amounts of energy to manufacture, all of which comes
from burning our limited supplies of fossil fuels. Talk of
an energy crisis in rich countries is increasingly common,
as we are likely in the next few decades to burn away
fuels which have been slowly created over the past two ,
hundred million years. Once we have run out of these
fuels - oil, coal and gas - where will we turn? No-one
doubts that we will run out, but the estimates range

depending upon how wisely we use these resources. We
are becoming increasingly ·aware that energy is a limited
resource and that it takes colossal amount of energy to
make packaging. Not surprisingly aluminium cans and
aerosolized cooking oil sprays are the most energy intensive food items in your kitchen. To produce a six-ounce
aerosol spray of cooking oil requires over twice as much
energy as an equal amount of bottled cooking oil requires.
A returnable package, such as a refillable glass bottle
does not waste energy nearly so badly becaue it will be
refilled twenty, thirty, forty or more times. A milk bottle
"goes around", on an average twenty-seven times, a
cardboard milk carton - once. Consider the energy
needed to make all of Australia's one million four
hundred thousand tons of packaging. This total is doubling every ten years.
Pollution resulting from the manufacture of packaging
is extremely serious. All packaging manufacture uses
huge quantities of energy, and so produces huge amounts
of carbon dioxide, in the long term, this could be the
greatest threat to the environment of all. This· is not
something which can be controlled by better pollution
control devices. It is not -an accidental by-product of
packaging manufacture but is the inevitable result of
burning any fossil fuel.
As supermarkets came to dominate retailing so did the
pressure for throw away packaging grow. A new package
designed to be used once and then thrown away brings
greater profits to both the packaging manufacturer and
to the retailer. Inevitably, the cost of packaging must 'be
met by the consumer. Where the cost - and amount of
packaging is kept to the bare essentials this seems quite
fair, but when the consumer is paying some·25% - 50%
of the price of a product for the package it comes in,
which is quite useless once the product has been used,
something is very wrong. After we have put papers, wrappers, cans, bottles and boxes into the garbage they must
be collected and disposed of by our local council. Our
municipal councils and road authorities have to pay the
cost of packing up and disposing of the rubbish the
packaging industry creates. To give one example, the
Sutherland Council (in New South Wales) states:
"The cost to the Council of collecting and disposing of
waste including the bi-weekly garbage service, the twice
yearly clean-up, the disposal of waste from parks and
beaches etc. is hard to fix in detail ... However, the
figure is about $1 V2 million p~r annum." This figure does
not include the cost of paymg "two full-time and some
part-time officers ... (which is expensive) when this work
has to be done at weekends and holidays on a penalty
basis" ... - reply to a letter, 26th January, 1977.
Tliis money does not come out of fheir pockets, it
comes out of your rates and taxes all to clean up litter
and get our waste packaging out of the house and into a
hole in the ground. Many councils are turning to huge incinerators to reduce the land disposal problem, at the risk
of turning it into an air pollution problem. Because of the
rate at which our garbag6 dumps and tips are filling
many are now restricting the type of garbage which may
be dumped.
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remanufacturing pl.ant. In fact energy use is the biggest
drawb~ck to recyclmg. We use energy - produced from
coal, 011, gas - to make the packages and when we recycle a used package we use more energy.
_Wh~t can you the consumer, do? The most important
thmg. 1s to never underestimate your power. Don't feel
that Just because you are fighting a huge company you
have no power - you do - you have the greatest power
of all: your consumer vote.
• Boycott those products that you believe are excessively packaged. Where at all possible buy drinks in retur- ·
nable bottles only and not in non-remrnabie bottles or
cans.
• Don.'t buy a package, but a product. Where you have
no choice at all but to buy a .package, buy one big
package rather than a number of small ones (big
packages can be used to store things in).
• Support the few m~nufacturers who are still holding
out and sell products m reusable glass containers.
• Con~act the manufacturers of packaging, and Jet them
kno_w directly how you feel; as well as indirectly by your
choice of what you b~y - or more importantly don't buy
-:-- at the shops. In this regard group action is most effective.
• Write to your local council and find out exactly how
much you are pay_i~g to dispose of your rubbish. You will
probably be ho~nf1ed. Try to publicise the fact through
your local media.
• Refuse extra layers of wrapping in shops or at supermarkets checkou!s and ~mphasise your point by stripping
down !he pac~agmg to its bare essentials and leaving the
wrap~mg behmd in the shop.
• l?m or form a local food co-operative. There you can
?UY m bulk and save money as well as reducing packag1~g waste; remember to take your own containers to be
filled.
Mos~ importantly, develop a responsibility for
everythmg _you ~uy. If you do not wish to be responsible
for what will ultimately happen to plastic cartons boxes
cans or ?~t~les DO NOT BUY THEM. Realise th'is is th;
respons1b1lity that comes with everything that you
purchase.
Have all. these products of so-called modern
technolo~y 1!1Jproved our standard of living? Do we
really enJoy life I_TIO~e.than say, ten years ago with aerosol
~hav~ng cream, md1v1dual teaspoons of plastic wrapped
Jam m the c.a nteen, milk in cartons, and spray cans of air
freshner? Did we really choose this whole mess or was it
forced upon us? The first thing that must go is the "throw
away convenience". Disposables are a luxury we can no
longer afford. Most packages still end up on the tip no
matter what the packaging_i~1ust~y try to tell us, wasting
valuable resources and utilismg mcreasingly scarce tip
space.
Stop the pack.aging industry being what it is at present
- the garbage mdustry.

~
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_Ar:i_oth~r way in which packaging lowers our standard
?I .hvmg is by li~ter. It is an eyesore we cannot escape but
It is more than Just that - it is dangerous . We have' had
throw away glass bottles for only ten years. We have had
lacerated feet from broken glass on the beach as a major
propblem for only ten years. Is this progress?
W~II, what shall we do about it - is recycling the
so I ut1on?
It appears to be a common-sense solution involvin
the reuse and remanufacture of the package ~fter it ha~
een used. It seems such an obvious thing to do that
many people are s~prised to find that of all the packaging
matenals - plastics, aluminium, steel, glass and paper
- donl}'. the last two are recycled to a significant degree
an :,v1th paper the p_roportion recycled is dropping
steadliy. In fact, recycling of most packaging materials
turns out to be a very poor way of conserving our
resources an? ener~y supplies. With plastics, recyclin is
~II but t~.chmcally impossible. Plastics which are the tig
k~rdwt~ ~re~ of packagi~g ~r~ used for containers of all
m ~ o 11qu1ds from fruit Juice to washing up liquid.
lr?mcally, _the adv~ntages that plastic bas over other cont~I!}~rs - its hardmess, durability and virtual indestructJb1lity are the v~ry assets which make it almost impossi~~ htO recfcle, Impossible to recycle but not to reuse.
it stee cans, some of. the materials used can- be
recov~red only at the cost of wasting others. Steel can
recycli.ng re~overs only one of the four metals used to
make it - iron. The other three including tin which is
very scarce, go up the stack.
'
In 1:1ost cases the recycling industry is highly
centralised, so .a lot of energy is wasted in collecting
waste packagmg and transporting it back to a
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revolut.ion
Rosie Cousin

At present, in Australia, (and many other countries) a
large proportion of women hold a central position in the
home - looking after children, cleaning, cooking,
replenishing the household food supply and doing many
other domestic chores; a position which is almost never
shared or, (even rarer) taken on by men. Much controversy has and still is occurring, over the position of
women in society: socially, economically and politically.
This article doesn't come close to the solution of the
overall problem. It merely suggests some formative steps
towards a big change.
The advertising media and manufacturers, fully aware
of the social situation many women at present find
themselves in, aim the majority of advertisements and
products at the 'housewife' person/image. The influence
exerted takes many forms, and has as many diverse effects which aim to define our lives and lifestyles. The
creation and promotion of competition - amongst
women, and between households i.e. "Keeping up with
the Jones' "is just one example, achieved and maintained
through the setting of "social standards" and the production of consumer goods to fill the needs of these standards .
Also surrounding us is a constant deluge of local and
worldwide environmental and social crises ... we are endangering all life forms, the ecological balances and this
very planet by the lifestyles we lead. It's so easy to feel
overwhelmed, " ... but what can I do? How can I help?"
There is a lot the individual can do, (and a lot more we
can do as a group). Society is made up of individuals: the
individual person, the individual household, the individual community. Beneficial change in the personal
environment has far reaching effects on the general environment, especially if it is combined with efforts to
communicate with people: friends, neighbours, even
strangers, about the changes you've made - and why.
Ironically, it is the exploited woman in the domestic
situation who has the most potential power to bring
about change, in her own as well as her family's life and
lifestyle - and consequently has potentially far reaching
effects upon the present social system. One of the most
basic steps towards changing ones own environment is to
concentrate on eating good food: fresh, instead of processed preserved and overpackaged 'foods' . It is too easy to
fall back onto "convenience foods" which, while failing
to provide the vitamins, minerals and basic nutrients in

our diet, also pollute 9ur bodies with chemicals, preservatives and m~r other -~isease-in~ucing additiyes, (not to
mention the environmental destruction brought about by
the very manufacture of processed convenience foods, the
production and ultimate disposal of its packaging and the
overall energy consumed).
Home grown and/ or organic vegetables are uncomparable for taste, and chemical-free goodness. Shop
bought organic vegetables and fruit are unfortunately
very expensive, so if you've got a garden, you have a
potential natural resource, plus a whple lot of fun and
relaxation to look forward to. A tasty salad dressing to
top fresh vegetables is made from apple cider vinegar,
and fresh or dried herbs, (to taste) and cold pressed olive
oil. A further area for action in the home is energy, water
and soil conservation. Hints on ecological alternatives
are available from F.O.E.
Where am I going to get the time to do all this you ask?
Well isn't it time to make time for yourself, to look after
yourself properly - after all if you're body and mind
aren't working, there's not much you could do anyway.
Don't try and kill yourself though; get co-operation from
the males of the household. Housework should and can
be done by everyone, and that includes growing, (if possible) preparing and cooking foods, as well as cleaning
up. Good nutrition links many other issues, such as overpackaging, destruction of our forestlands (for packaging
and paper production); the prevalence of diseases in our
society, such as hyperactivity which is linked directly to
poor diet and excess chemicals in food consumed;
Nuclear power, so that we can keep up with the Jones'
colour TV, electric tooth brushes, knives and
footwarmers, (not to mention their cars, boat and holiday house) l}Qd have overpackaged processed foods, etc.
Get together with other families m the street, to communicate with them about what you've been capable of
doing, and what you'd like to do in future., If possible,
try to organise back-yard barter: exchange home grown
vegetables for, (for example) home made bread, share as
a group in community activities for the benefit of your
area. Take a part in community ~d town planning activities, and have a say whether freeways should be built,
whether power stations (nuclear and otherwise) should be
built, and consider the alternatives. The individual has
the capability and power for change, the community as a
whole has more .. . Backyard Revolution ...
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Broadsheets

Books on Nuclear Power
Ground for Concern
(Ed. Mary Elliot, FOE Sydney) . . . . .. .
Uranium, the Law and You
(Civil liberties in a nuclear state. FOE)
Th e M enace qf Atomic Power
(Ralph Nader) ...... . ........... . . . .
R ed Light for Y ellowcake
(Barret, Falk and Hayes, FOE Melbourne)

It is a predictable, but disappointing fact that most of
the feminist literature of the '70s has come from white,
middle-class women, and it doesn't require a great deal of
thought to see why: loudest voices get heard first. Zelda
stands out as a book by a working-class Melbourne
woman. She is middle-aged, from a Jewish background,
and has had a lifetime's involvement with factory
workers, communist party members and officials, and
trade unionists.
Zelda points out that " Working-class women very
rarely write books because of our inability to write at the
level required by male-established literary standards .
Nor are many books written about the lives of workingclass women because our lives are considered to be too
hum-drum ."
Zelda's life was certainly never hum-drum, and her experiences reflect the extreme difficulties of being a working woman in Australia. As such they are riveting
readfog, especially for those of us who have not; nor ever
will; work in factories and union organiz~tions. Zelda
was beaten and bruised constantly by the various worker
organizations she worked with, and was once sacked for
daring to confront her communist boss's sexism . Most
readers will recognize the thinly-disguised antagonists
(John Quartercent?) and recall the incident where Zelda
chained herself across the doors of the Commonwealth
Building in M elbourne to publicize pay inequality. Zelda
had a way of making her point - paying only two-thirds
fares on public transport because women were paid only
two-thirds of the male wage, and picketing beauty contests were among the more memorable. It is impossible
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to .doubt her sincerity and commitment to the working
women of ·Australia.
She fought and became disillusioned with both the
Communist Party and the unions, and ultimately
believed that her energies would be best directed in the
women's liberation movement. But it took 20 years for
her to discover the newly emerging movement, during
which time her belief in male power structures, such as
most worker· organizations, was shattered . It is an extreme standpoint, and a barbed criticism of these groups,
but one which it was inevitable for her to come to give her
experiences. Whether it is inevitable for all working
women is something time will tell - perhaps the publication of books like this one will accelerate a change in the
union movement. Read the book - it is a personal, gutsy
look at Melbourne in the last few decades through the
eyes of a participant. It will make you think, and you will
be sharing some shattering experiences .
All working women in Australia have benefited from
the struggles of Zelda and her sisters in areas of pay,
working conditions, abortion Jaw reform and union
representation, but few would be conscious of it.
It is books like this which make us aware of the work
that has already been done for us, and is still going on .
The book depicts the agony and highs of an activist
working-class woman and has valuabfe insights into unionism in the '60s and the vety early women's liberation
consciousness. Love her or hate her, Zelda made her
mark - you must admire her dedicated perseverance.
-Jennie Sproule

Category "B"

Uranium and the Third World
(Will nuclear power solve the problems of
poor countries?) .. . . . ..... .. ... . . . .. .

by

$2.00

People of the World Say NO
(about the world-wide movement against
nuclear power) . .. ..... . ...... .. ... . .

donation

$2 .75

Th e N uclear Power Experience in Japan
(exposing the myth) .. . ... . . . . .. .... .

.soc

N uclear Weapons and Australian Uranium

.20c

Uranium: Citizen 's Response Kit
(a collection of leaflets on all aspects of
nuclear power) .. . . .. ....... . . ... . . . ·

.65c

$3 .95

... . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .... .. . . ... ....

$1.00

Politics of N uclear Power qnd Fuelling Up
For Disaster - Two Articles by Alan
Roberts and Gary Smith) .... . . . . . .. .

50c

Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry Seco nd R eport . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . · · ·

$11.00

Mururoa M on A mour
(the French nuclear tests in ~he Pacific.
Bengt and Marie-Therese Damelsson) . .

$3.50

A tom ic Horror Comic .. . . . .. .. .. ... · · ·

.40c

TNSPECT Schools Kit
(Similar, for schools) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1.50
NOT E: Most state FOE groups have t.heir own l~aflets
and broadsheets Queensland has a series of _reprints. of
key articles . FOE Sydney has a comprehensive reading
list of books to order .

Whales and Antarctica
Mind in the Waters
(Joan Mcintyre ed. Limited copies)

Alternative energy sources
Energy Strategy
(Amory Lovins) ... ..... . . .. · · · · · · · · ·
Soft Energy Paths
. .
(Lovins. Includes the matenal in Energy
Strategy) .. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Solar Power for the Home
(Ch ain Reaction special issue)

...... . .

Wind Po wer for A ustralia
(Ch ain Reaction) .. ... . . . .. . .. · · · · · · ·

$1 .00

$2 .95
.60c
$1 .00

.

$10 .50

Whales and Dolphins
(children's book) . . . . . .. . .... . ... . · · ·

$1.75

The Blue Whale

. . .. . .. . . ... . . . . .. · . · ·

$5.50

A ntarctica: Resources and Environment
(pamphlet) . . . . . ... .. . . .... ... . . ... ·

.20c

•

Other subjects
The M apoon Book
(tells how aborigines were driven off their
land to make way for a mine. By the people
themselves .) . . . . . ..... . .. . . .... . . . · .

$1.80

Getting on the Right Track
(public tran sport versus more cars and
freeways . Ed . by Andrew Herington, Fl9
campaign) ........ . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .

$1 .20

WHEN ORDERING BOOKS by mail please include
postage of 30c for the first item a~d 1Oc .for eac? additional item. If you are only ordering a single sticker,
badge or broadsheet, postage is 18c.

prices are the suCJ9C1stcad donations

RESOURCES
Stickers
STOP URANIUM MINING
(English, Italian and Greek)
SOLAR NOT NUCLEAR
THE EARTH NEEDS FRIENDS
LET WHALES LIVE
WHALING IS MURDER
URANIUM MINING? NO THANKS!
(sheet of 20 little badge-sized stickers)

All 30c

Badges
$4·00

URANIUM? NO THANKS!
STOP URANIUM MINING
LET WHALES LIVE
PROTECT ANTARCTICA

All 30c

AlsoSAVE THE WHALE
LAND RIGHTS NOT URANIUM
NO, NO FREEWAYS . . . . .. .... . . .. . .

All 50c

ORDERS
Publications
Please forward the publications marked (include
number of copies required)
Total$ . .. . .. .

Subscriptions

$ 4·SbII am

not a member of FOE but wish to subscribe to
Chain Reaction ($4 tor one year, four issues) .

$ ......

Join Friends of the Earthl
I wish to join Friends of the Earth and enclose $1 O or
any sum that I can afford as one year's membership
fee. (Members are entitled to one year's subscription
to Chain Reaction plus various other publications
$ .....
and information)
A cheque/postal order for $ .. ....... is enclosed .
NAME .. . ... .. .. . .... . .......... ... . ... ... ... .. .
ADDRESS ...... . ........ . ... .. . . . . .. ... .... . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . POSTCODE .. .. TEL ... . . .
I can actively help by:
-------~
D Working in my local area
;J>4·00 o Working within my union/school/other organization
o Special skills (office work, professional , artistic
etc)
o I would like to help in one of FOE's campaigns .

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
51 Nicholson St., Carlton, Victoria 3053. PH: (03) 347.6630
SYDNEY

1st- Floor 2.'3::Z. Cca.st\ere'8"'- St. ~tAn~ ,-000.i
DARWIN
PH (02.') 'J.~'51037
PO Box 2120, Darwin, N.T. 5794. PH: (089) 81 .3804
A.C.T.
PO Box 1875, Canberra City, ACT 2601. PH: (062) 47.3064
ADELAIDE
310 Angas St, Adelaide, S.A. 5000.
PH : (08) 223.6917

PERTH

Cl- W.A. Env. Centre, 537 Wellington St., Perth 6000.
(092) 21.5942
BRISBANE
235 Boundary Rd., West End, Brisbane. 4101. PH : (07) 44.1766.
TOWNSVILLE
PO Box 5115, Townsville, Old 4810. PH : (077) 71.6226 .

il\SMANIA

711 So.lq.Ma.nCo.. fl. l-lobo.r~ PH 001 ~'\303.2

NEW ZEALAND
PO Box 39065, Auckland West, NZ.

